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w
Portland's FREE
news and arts weekly

y
Thursday
December 15, 1988

Next Wednesday, December 21,
is the winter solstice. It is the
shortest day of. the year. As the
days grow shorter, Portland
belongs to the night people.
See page 8.
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GUNNER LOOKING
FOR "A FEW GOOD
JURORS"

The Gift
Of A
Lifetime

Marine
to be tried
by Corps

BALM IN
GILEAD

The Journey ofa Healer

$18.95 Hardcover

LITERARY
OUTLAW
The Life and Times of
William S. Burroughs

$27.50 Hardcover

M. Blinkhorn

STRAIGHT ON
TILL MORNING
The Biography of
Beryl Markham

As

$10.95 Paperback

eavenly
Silk Undies

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street.
Portland, ME 04101

772-4439
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FISH EXCHANGE

FOUNDERS ...

for the heights
of warmth and
comfort at down
to earth prices.
A wonderful gift
idea from

Auction
manager
jumps ship

RAFFLES
C A F E
BOOKSfORE

Fish Exchange Manager Leo
Hurtubise is bailing out.
He's given notice that his last -.,.
day
will be Dec. 31. The Ex'"
555 CONGRESS STREET· PORTLAND. 761-3930
change is in financially troub- • '
Now serving Sunday Brunch
Led waters, and Hurtubise said -'
he doesn't want to see what the
City Council does next to try to
save it.
"I figured whether there'd
be a new owner-operator January 1, or whether the city became more invoLved, I didn't
want a part of either one," said
Hurtubise, who has been invoLved in the Exchange since
its 1985 beginnings. Hurtubise,
who ran the city's bus system
for 10 years, also says he's had
enough of public service.
The fish auction has enough
~ash, donated by the fishing
Industry and by the city, to Last
through December. But after
that, it's future is uncertain.
City Manager Robert Ganley
Our original designs in gleaming 14 kt. gold are unique.
is
working up a plan for reorBur then, so is she.
ganizing the auction, which
Each bangle bracelet is hand-forged to create its
he'll present to the Council Dec.
special shape. We have them in a variety of styles
19. He has supported the puband weights, from $295.
lic ownership of the auction,
while many councilors would
like to see someone from the
private sector take the operation
off their hands.
GEMOLOGISTS. DESIGNERS
(A(f;).
The
auction is deepLy in debt,
We wiD be open aU night Da:anbcr 22.
.'r~..
and
in
two and a half years has
Holi<Uy Hours: Monday·Saturday, 10-9; and Sunday, 11-5.
One Mechanic Strtt<, just off Main Stmet. downtown Fr«pon 865-4126
rarely turned a profit. Hurtubise says the decimated fish
pop~lation, and a high rent
charged by the city are responsible for that. The Exchange
depends on a large volume of
fish moving through to pay its
SAVE ON EVERY COOKWARE SET
bills.

WORKS BETlER
THAN MISTLETOE.

~

sterli ng silver
sterling silver posl earrings $100

THE

PLAINS
GALLERY
28 Excnange Street, Portland Maine 04101· (207) 774·7500

There was a t i m e - - - - - - - - - when things just didn't seem as frantic.

TIlL" ""'r~ wtelt.r 10,rAke Chrislmas gifts. 10 shop IllId wrap and ship.
Your l!ft got husler, bUl thEre's slill room for aI/1M wonderous
magIC and charms of lhi! uason.
Becaus~. al Por'ma'!t~au w~'re making wonderful things/rom
sW?"ptuous lap!s(rr~
lealhu and crisp collon canvas.
. Well wr~p. well shlP! we lI,ve" pick up IIIL lab for porlcing.
So you II have IIIL lime 10 bake cooms for a fr~nd, read
.. a slory 10 a chltd and siwr< a quiel mome,,1 by Ihe I'" wilh
. SOfMone sp~CI'aJ.
Wishing you all 1M juys
of1M seaso". Nancy

ant!

PORTMANTEAU

36 Wharf St.. Portland, ME
- - - -_ _..1
M·W 9:30-6, Th-F 9:3(H!, Sat 9:30-6, Sun 12-4
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BROWN Goldsmiths
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SET TO SIZZLE

LTD. 8 pc. set List $450 SALE $349
CHANTAL 10 pc. set List $430 SALE $250
SCULPTURED VISIONS 11 pc. set SALE $65
"LL·".LA.1J

AND MANY OTHERS.

MAXWELL'S
Soecialty Housewares

lOOtommercial Street • 773-7977 • VISA/MC

-Hannah Holmes

Gunnery Sgt. Peter M.
McQuarrie, is off the hook with
the state, but now has to face a
rougher, tougher jury of a "few
good men." The 30-year-old
Portland Marine Corps recruiter was charged with gross
sexual misconduct and sexual
exploitation of a minor last
week for allegedly abusing a
14-year old boy.
The state has dropped
charges against McQuarrie in
order to let the Marines investigate the case. Cumberland
County District Attorney Paul
Aranson has been infonned
that Marine Corps justice
would be more severe than the
state's. McQuarrie is currently
being held in a Navy prison in
Newport, R.I.
According to the boy's statements, McQuarrie got him
drunk on beer and wine coolers at an outing last summer
and then proceeded to take
nude photos of him after he
passed out. The boy alleges that
McQuarrie later forced him to
pose for more photos and engage in sexual acts with him,
threatening to show the first
set of photos to people if he
didn't cooperate. McQuarrie
had gotten to know the boy at
the recruiting station on Congress Street where the youth
was working at the Coast
Guard recruiting office through
the Portland's Youth Opportunities Program.
• Thomas A. Verde

City OKs
Lincoln's
tall towers
Plans for Portland's tallest
building are moving onward
and upward. Lincoln Square,
the towering office building
planned for the comer of Franklin and Congress Streets, finally got the Portland Planning
Board's blessing on Dec. 6. The
DMR Group has brought plans
for the four-towered, IS-storied
complex to the planning board
20 times over the last three
years.
"We've worked very hard
with thecity to develop a building the city can be proud of,"
said DMR spokesperson Susan
Keneborus. "We're quite excited about it." The project still
needs a nod from the Department of Environmental Protection. DMR hopes to begin construction this spring, and open
for business - office and retail
space - in two years. In case the
office-space market is mushy,
DMR will start by building just
two of the four towers.
The original Lincoln Square
would have stood 335 feet tall.
It has been approved at 227.5
feet. The city's highest building currently is the 205-foot
Cathedral of the Immaculate
Conception on Cumberland
Avenue. Franklin Towers,
which will be Lincoln Square's
neighbor, is 156 feet taLL
-Hannah Holmes

DEPpushes
Portland to
clean water

Christmas in the clink
"Hey, this is the first Christmas party I've ever been to
sober," laughed an inmate,
bouncing his feet to the music, and wolfing cheesestuffed bread at a Christmas
party Monday, Dec. 12,in the
Cumberland County Jail.
Jail staff and local musicians donated their time in
order toshowinmates a good
time as Christmas approaches. While spirits were
high, the Christmas spirit was
not among them.
"It's a farce," grow led a
man who didn't give his
name. Pointing at a TV camera, he said, "We're just on
exhibition. "
But most of the inmates
were happy with some aspect of the party.
"The food is good," said
Dave Curtis. "And we get to
see some . outsiders, that's
nice. And I enjoy the music ... "
Coming down the chow
line with her plate, JoAnn
Carson, a young woman,
looked around the jail gymnasium. "This is the closest
I've been to a guy in months,"
she laughed. ''We've been
waiting all day for this. We

came down and decorated."
Cathy Stebbins ar.d her
band banged out "Poor, poor,
pitiful me; poor, poor, pitiful
me."
Musician
Chris
Kleeman's dog, Joker, circulated among 150 inmates and
homeless people, scoring big
on chips, sandwiches, Christmas cookies, and pats on the
head.
Behind a lasagna-loaded
table Todd Dolloff sat drinking coffee from a ricotta cheese
tub. On the outside he's a mechanic; on the inside he's a
cook.
''We started cooking yesterday morning at 5:30," he
said. "We finished up at 1:30
thismoming. Then we started
again this morning at 5:30
again. It's a lot of work, but
it's fun. There are a lot worse
places to be. There are a lot
worse jails to be in, too."
And although Carson was
was smiling then, she was not
looking forward to Christmas
day itself.
She said, "I've never been
in jail before. I think it's going
to be a real bummer. I don't
know. We'll make the best of
it."

The Department of Environmental Protection is pushing
the Portland Water District to
clean up the water it pours into
Casco Bay.
The DEP is drawing up a
consen t decree - a court orderthat will require Portland to
spe~d up the updating of its
sewage system. Portland will
have a chance to negotiate the
terms of the decree.
On Oct. 27 of this year, the
Conservation Law Foundation,
based in Boston, threatened to
sue both the DEP and the City
of Portland if Portland's water
wasn't cleaned up. Portland
Water District Manager Joseph
Taylor suspects that was the
catalyst to the consent decree.
Though he admitted some
work was needed, he said, "We
govern our own state, and no
one organization can say exactly what has to be done."
High on the list of things to
fix are 40 combined sewer
overflows (CSOs) in Portland.
The CSOs combine stonnwater run-off with raw sewage,
and dump the mixture into
Casco Bay when the system gets
too full. The outpour from them
taints everything from fishing
to swimming. Lead that washes
off the streets ends up in Casco
Bay fish livers, which are heavily contaminated. Untreated
sewage swirls around East End
Beach, threatening the health
of swimmers.
Portland taxpayers will have
to foot the bill for removing
Portland's CSOs; federal and
state funds are no longer available for municipal sewage'
problems. DEP water specialist Dennis Merrill said every
inch of bad sewer throughout
Portland could possibly be
replaced for about $174 million. But he added, "Things
could be vastly improved with
a lot less money."
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The
longest
night
COVER STORY
by Hannah Holme .
Photos
by Tonee Harbert
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·Hannah Holmes

Deeds dude faces
fInancial deep freeze
The Cumberland county
register of deeds will probably
be offered a substantial pay cut
next year. James Walsh's spontaneous "vacations" have irked
the three county commissioners to the point that one of them
is willing to cut his pay to just
$100 a year. Another thinks a
reduction to $10,000 would be
an adequate "slap in the face."
Walsh is currently paid $15,000.
The commissioners will
meet Dec. 15 to decide on
Walsh's salary. Whether they
offer him $2 or $200 a week,
they will probably put an extra
$20,000 in a reserve fund, in
case Walsh resigns and someone else replaces him.
Walsh cannot be fired, because he was elected by the

Casco Bay Weekly

NEWS OF
THE WEIRD

people of Cumberland county.
He is, however, free to resign if
he feels his paycheck is getting
too small.
Walsh has recently returned
to work, after a six-week disappearance. He has since said that
he had a bad cold. Walsh didn't
return CBW's phone calls, and
was not in his office Tuesday.
Walsh collects $373 a week,
whether he works or not. Two
legislative attempts to impeach
Walsh, who is in the middle of
his second, four-yeartenn, have
failed. The attempts were inspired by similar "vaca tions"
taken by Walsh. Rep. Judy Foss,
R-Yannouth is going to try
ousting him again, in the coming legislative session.
·Hannah Holmes

orInventor Freddie Roberts
flew a remote-control lawn
mower upside down and
through loops and turns in
order, he said, "to silence a few
critics who think I'm crazy" in
Clarksville, Tennessee.
or According to Science
magazine, dolphins may be the
world's most hedonistic animals. They do not fonn longterm relationships; females
mate with many males; young
males appear to be bisexual;
and dolphins are sexually active aLmost from birth.
"'Two men fell to their
deaths from apartment buildings in Chicago on the same
evening in October. Both died
while climbing the buildings in
order to see their girlfriends.
- Chuck ShepardlAlterNet
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ERNIE POOK

C•• eo Bay W•• kl~ is a paper
for people living in or concerned
about the cities and towns of the
Portland area. It is published by
Mogul Media, Inc. flom posh
corporate headquarters at
187 Clark Street. Portland.
Maine 04102.
Send us your event lislings ,
your angry letters and espeCially
your advertisemenls! We need
to receive all that kind of sluff by
the end of the Thursday prIOr to
the issue In which you want il
10 appear

775·6601
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If You Make Your
Own Investment
Decisions...

Bonnie
Moore

A

5

CONVERSATION WITH

Dolores S"W"itsnn

You know that you can save by using a discount brokerbut you might expect to make compromises when it comes
to service. At Fidelity Brokerage you won't have to.
HelpfoJ, objective Answers Talk with one of our experienced representatives. Our knowledgeable professionals provide unbiased information.

Atomic,
Solomon,
Mar Ie e r, Tyrolia,Obermeyer, S.O.S.,
CB, Killy, Fera,Kailin, Mazer, Vuarnet,
Bolle, Reflex, §cott, and more!

E

AFuURange if/nvestment Choices From stocks and options to mutual
funds to CDs, Fidelity can offer you choices for virtually any market
Unbiased Market InforrtUllion We put facts, figures, and analysis from
some of the most reliable published sources at your fingertips.
Commission Savings You can enjoy all these advantages from Fidelity
Brokerage, while saving as much as 76%* on brokerage commissions.

N

FEATURING
CONTEMPORARY

"Savings based on the maximum commission charged bya representati\'e full-cost broker during an Apnll98H .survey, Your savings wilt vary based on the nalUee and amount of~uur trades.
Fideuty Brokerage Services, Inc.-Member ~YSElSIPC

FURNITURE
LIGHTING
HOUSEWARES

Send this coupon in for your FREE copy of Andrew Tobias's Only

WATCHES

IlItJestment Guide 'JJu'IJEver Need.

PHONES

N~e

______________________________

MW~

JEWELRY

315 Marginal Way, Portland
Fort Andros Mall, Brunswick
Lost Valle Ski Area, Auburn

_____________________________

Cily _____________ State ____ Zip _ _ _ ____

call toll-free

1-800-521-3028
Fidelity Investor Center
107 Exchange Street

Portland, ME 04101

A

FideRIy

~" Investments

16 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND. MAINE 04101

207.775.7049

MON-SAT 10-8' SUN 12-5

Dolores Switsun keeps smUing during an aerobics class.

Yes, Scandinavia House has a nal preUlflJor
you this holiday season· No PayllUlnts 'til
Spring, with approved credit! And here ore
just a Jew of the fine pieces of cOnUmporary
furniture on sale IWW for the ho1id4ys!

If you call the Women's
World fitness club in South
Portland and ask about aero. bic classes the staffwill warn
you that the instructor will
be a "very lively 61-year-old
womatL"
Indeed Dolores Swistun is
a thin,. energetic, positive,
eternally tanned, aerobic
dance instructor and has
been since she was 54. DOing
three 45-minute classes in a
row is enough to tire a 22year-old gym teacher, butthat
it just part of this former
dance teacher's daily routine.
After leaving her native England in 1951 where her Polish husband experienced
racial prejudice, Dolores
Swistun decided to dedicate
her life to life.

Dining Room Set w/4 chairs •
Now $435.00

How do you keep in such
great shape?

Doxy Wall Units· Now
$69.00 each or 3 for $179.00

I take vitamins. I run every
day for an hour, at 5:30 a.m. I
also walk for an hour. I have a
high energy level.

'No Payments
'til Spring!

Sleep Sofas • Now $435.00
Lots offabrics and colors to choose from!

~ scandinavia
~

~nouse

343 Forest Ave., Portland
Settler's Green, No. Conway
'For Kids', Maine Mall, So. Portland

know it's the mind. Mind and
body together. I think we have
chosen what we want to be and
that has a lot to do with keeping the body and mind in condition. I am a vegetarian, nonsmoker, non-drinker.

quality. I go to the beach every
day. They say its bad for you
but I do it. I'm compulsive. I
love it. I run down there too.

You have been married more
than 36 years, does that have
anything to do with your
How do you deal with a cus- positive attitude and good
tomer, say in her 40s, who health?
can't keep up with you. gets
Having a happy marriage
discouraged and drops out of
helps,
but that's not perfect
your class?
either. Still I feel so good. I know
Those women must feel very who I am and I feel very rebad. I try to give them encour- laxed.
agement and tell them to get
into itslowly, don't force it, just Any advise for your contemenjoy it while you are here. I try poraries, those in the over 55
to make it fun for them.
age group?

Most give up, which is a
Do you ever lose your motishame
because age has nothvation, you seem to be so
ing
to
do
with it. It's all in the
"up" all the time? .
mind. I am at my highest point.
Nobody is wonderful all the I have the blood pressure of a
time. I would be telling you a 25-year-old. Whatmore could I
story if I said I was wonderful want? I feel I could do anyall the time. I tell myself to get thing.
out there, I psych myself into it.
Bonnie Moor. tried Dolores
I have to.

Any truth to the rumor that
Don't you think it's unusual
you
swim. in the Atlantic in
for someone over 55 to be so
May?
active and to earn a living
from teaching exercise to
I don't want longevity, but
people 40 years her junior? while I'm here I want good

It's psychological. Recently I
got into psychic research and I

CaW/joe Kievitt

Swistun's class once. She then joined
an aerobics program called '1or klutzes
only."

We have a unique collection of children's gifts

107 MAIN ST., YARMOUTH, ME • 846-3695
next to North Yarmouth Academy
Please ask for our new catalogue,

Quality.
A.E. Runge, Jr.
Oriental Rugs
106 Main Street, Yarmouth, Maine 04096 • (207) 846-9000
HOURS: Mon-Sat 10:00-5:00 (Other hours by appointment)
Open Sundays until Christmas 1·5
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APPRAISELS. CLEANING' REPAIRS· PADS
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Genuine
Handmade Rugs
from China
and India.

hop
Sisley-Benetton
for distinctive wool
sweaters and skirts,
colorful sweats and
the perfect Christmas
stocking stuffer ...
. a Benetton Bear!
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More skin...

Skin...

~

Millcreek Shopping Center
50 Market Street, South Portland

Fine Oriental Rugs

799-2000

OPEN Mon. through Fri. 9:30-5 I Sat. 9-5
Oriental Rug Retallen; of America member

In reference to last week's
column "The Urge to Hate,"
about Portland area Skinheads,
I tend to disagree with some of
the statements made.
First of all I would like to
point out the fact thatthe article
contradicts itself. Mr. Paulsen
quoted Sean as saying, "We like
to polish up our boots and get
hammered." Later in the article
it is said that Sean chose to be
Skinhead because he likes the
anti-drug mentality of the Skinheads. I consider alcohol to be a
drug so that part of the article
contradicts itself.
I think the article makes the
local Skinheads out to be juvenile delinquents who just like

to swear and get hammered. I
personally know these guys,
they're very intelligent and nice.
Of course, if you rub them the
wrong way they're going to get
mad. I think the media should
get off their backs and leave
them alone. They're only making the situation worse. If society would just give these guys
a chance they would find out
how nice these guys can be. We
all have fascist views about
something, so if you're calling
these guys fascists, think about
it - you are too.

ABn \,lM

I think tha t the article on Skinheads (PASH) is totally out of
line. The article I'm refering to
was in your December 1 issue.
I think that you and all other
area's of the media owe them
an apologie, because your causing more violence because of
your bad publicity then they
ever did. I think an apologie is
also in fact need for them being
blamed for beating up the two
homosexuals.
I can give you two examples
of unnecessary violence do to
the media. One example is my
freind Natalie was in Portland
Sat 3, of Dec and was sitting

outside Green Mountain Cafe
with Maggot and Tony and the
cops made them move because
they said, "Your going to cause
trouble just sitting there." This
has never happened before.
AJso later on that night a
Skinhead got jumped by three
Black guys.
And its just getting worse
thanks to all the bad publicity
do too Hie media.
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Bill Chartier
Brunswick
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Deck the Halls with Holiday
Cheer and Concepts Furniture

Eat it
I have been reading Casco
Bay Weekly since its inception
and with each issue I've become more and more disenchanted with your restaurant
critic Althea Kaye.
Regardless of Ms. Kaye's
credentials as a restaurant critic
(whicharewhatexactly?),Ifind
her style of review most offensive. Whether she is address-

Casco Cupboard~

$155
Many stock items available
now for Christmas or buy
off the floor
CHRISTMAS HOURS:

ALL MERCHANDISE 25% OFF THROUGH DECEMBER

Thu. & Fri. Nights 'til 8:30
Sunday Noon - 4

ANY SINGLE ITEM

ANY TWO ITEMS·

"ITEMS OF $5.00 MINIMUM EACH
SAVE AN ADDITIONAL 10% WITH OUR AD

Factory/Showroom
9 Circus lime Road, South Portland 04106
(across from UPS) (207) 775-4312

I

OPEN DAILY

OPEN TIll.
IAMFRI&SAT

Also available:
• Brushes
e Aprons e Paintcups
Reasonably priced
e Paints

Mon-Thur
6:30 am-ll:30 pm
Fri-Sat 6:30-1:00 am
Sun 10:00 am-7:00 pm

all

Cheapest
Beer & Wine
in the Old Port

PPLE BEE (0.
Maine's Educational Dealer
for Teacher & Parent Supplies

370 Fore Street
Portland, ME

Educa~on

772-8940
··r

0'

r ,;iI'"

Hours:
Man - Sat 10 to 6
Thurs & Fri eves 'til 8
Sunday 1 to 5

I

772-3186

Double Sided
Maple Easel

$59.95

ing a particular restaurant, or
her readership, her attitude is
patron.izing, sarcastic and condescending.
Instead of spitting out her
caustic remarks between the
appetizer and main course, Ms.
Kaye might do better to digest
her acrid remarks along with
the Veal Cordon Bleu, henceforth producing a more objec-

tive and informative review.
As for her demeaning and
misguided column on tipping,
please do the employees of
restaurants everywhere the
justice of having Ms. Kaye stick
to reviews only. Her pennypinching advice and miserly
attitude will land us all in the
poorhouse.
And finally, her idiotic col-

umn revolving around vanity
license plates was as entertaining, enlightening and informative as a Billy Graham crusade.
Most sincerely,

M;dulL Lw~

Michelle Lawless
Portland

25% 30% 35%

May be shipped UPS

::::~

ANY THREE ITEMS·

Ann Sitomer
entertainment editor

CASCO

IN THE TIlOMAS BLOCK
ONTRE
WATERFRONT

VARII(I'Y

& Entertainment Videos. "Hello Kit1y" Products for stocking stuffers

Sl~!~~N~::
NEW LOCATION 659 WARREN AVENUE 773'()888
A complete .ekction for your gift creation. and holiday decorating
Choose from hundreds
Wreaths of all shapes
of baskels for your
and sizes, also a compkte
gift creations. Bread
selection of silk and
dry flowers.
baskets, pknic baskets, etc.
Daily Hours 9-6; Sat 9.5:30, Sun 12·5
2nd Right off Exit 8, next to Goodall Boata

------~O,gaB~-----NEW LOCATION 659 WARREN AVE.
2ND RIGHT OFF EXIT 8, NEXT TO GOODALL BOAlS 773-0888

YOU'LL FIND THE BEST DEAL ON WOOD & COAL STOVES
AT THE STOVE BARN!
Woodstoves from $99.95 Coal stoves from $299.95

~~.

Castlron
Con!h'udion
Clean Cn

~~"-TopDnlt

~;;.;a~_.
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10'1. OFFALLCLASSOOORSI
Startlngatonly$189.
5.. Off c.ustom si2rt!
Sped.tl price on: grate, tools
_ Uurth",1I'

~ D~W
$25. FREE STOVE PIPE wfth

n:h.aM! or An New Stovel

Bob Bettencourt
art director
Cheryl Miller
ToklOshlma
production
Althea Kaye
Sherry Miller
Michael Quinn
columnists
Michael Hughes
Bonnie Moore
Kelly Nelson
Thomas A. Verde
contributing
writers

Loss of liberty
I happened upon some cop- "The end justifies the means." stand that they lost liberty too. and prospered when they had

ies of the Casco Bay Weekly
lately and I read a letter from
Nancy P. Akers and a response
from someone who was unwilling to sign his name.
I understand Nancy Akers'
worry about the anti-development stance of so many people.
While it is undoubtedly true
that much "liberalism" and
"socialism" is preached in academia, many opponents of
change are innocent of an adherence to statism or communism. There is a vast number of
people who resent any change
in the little world in which they
live. They become allies of the
"Coercive Utopians" so well
described in the book of that
name by Rael-Jean and Eric
Isaacs. I recommend reading it.
Coercive Utopians believe
that they are all-knowing an'd
would, if not impeded, bring
about Utopia. This goes all the
way back to Plato and his Republic. The essence of the argument is that a small, intellectually endowed elite should dictate to us ordinary people how
we should live, act and think.
Nancy Akers has termed it
"communism." That, of course,
is an unfair designation. In the
19th century, they adopted the
name "socialism" and in this
century, they call themselves
"liberals." They are all coercive
Utopians. This is why our "liberals" are so soft on the Soviets.
The Soviets, like our "liberals"
are working toward Utopia.

Hannah Holmes
editorial assistant

In fact, each generation views
This is pure Leninism.
The majorfactor in the devel- its losses of liberty only from
opment of our country, from the time they became conscious
1607 to the Revolution, was the ofthe world around them. They
liberty enjoyed by the colonists never knew or appreciated the
becauseoftheirseparationfrom losses that had gone before.
To go back to the liberty enthe mother country, the liberty
which allowed them to act joyed at the birth of this nation,
freely, to buy and develop real it was ofacharacterand magniestate. Never before, in the his- tude the world had never seen.
tory of the world was the com- The year the Declaration was
mon man free to own land and _ signed was the year that Adam
to use it as he saw fit. It is ironic Smith published his "Wealth of
that our forefathers fought the Nations," the greatest revoluRevolutionary War to free tion in the principles of poJitithemselves from a bureaucratic cal economy the world has ever
control that was far less confin- seen. With the Industrial Revoing than what we suffer today. lution in full swing in a free
The Revolution was fought for economy, the United States
"Life, Liberty and Property." grew at a rate never seen before
It was the unwillingness of or since. The momentum estabthe northern colonies to accept lished has carried us forward
the ancient custom that slaves even through New Deal and
were property, as most south- the War on Poverty. But the
erners contended, that caused great expansion of statism, with
Jefferson to substitute a phrase its bureaucracy, has "America
from a Virginia document by the Throat," as George Ro"Pursuit of Happiness" for che has put it, endangering our
"Property." No great difficulty future as a free SOciety.
ensued for a great many years,
The envy of the "liberals" of
The infection of democracy anyone who is successful in the
came in 1838 when Andrew market place, or wants to deJackson was elected president. velop an industry, a business
Still property was respected for or a piece of land is strangling
a long time. The first regulation our society. It is a law of nature
was the Interstate Commerce that when an organism stops
Commission. From there we growing, it starts dying. That
have gone down hill.
can be observed in whales or in
The loss ofliberty has become trees or in civilizations. All of
very gradual. Each little bit the civilizations this world has
affected only a small part of the seen grew and prospered until
people, each time. Those not af- they stopped growing. Then
fected could not see or under- theydied.Allcivilizationsgrew

a faith in God, were moral,
worked and had a strong family life. When prosperity bred
sloth and immorality, when
God was forsaken and when
families were weak, the civilization died. It is frightening to
compare the decline and fall of
the Roman Empire with the
United States today. At its end
the Roman Empire was a vast
bureaucracy, its currency was
inflated, it had given up its
belief in its gods and corruption and immorality was everywhere.
Iamnotvery hopeful. Weare
practically slaves to the IRS and
other federal agencies. In
Maine, we are restricted by the
PUC, the DEP and the Bureau
of Taxation. At the local level
we have Planning Boards and
myriads of restrictions on everything we do. Unless we regain the freedom to use our
property, both real and personal, in accordance with our
own desires, we are no better
than slaves. It is to people like
Nancy Akers who sees and
appreciate the restrictions being
placed on our liberties that we
must look for the resurrection
of the American Dream.
Yours sincerely,

7-~t c;yg~<-/
Edgar R.c. Ward
Col. U.S.A. - Ret.
Falmouth
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10:05 p.m.

ban rumbles past on a flat
tire, and a police car appears
The lights at Stewart's Con- out of nowhere, follOWing.
gress Street Texaco flicker off.
"I get called three, four
The orange street-light retimes some nights," says
mains. The office is still
Wayne. 'Tll get home, just get
bright, while employee
undressed, the phone rings. I
Wayne MacDonald gathers
get back, I take my pants off,
the credit card slips from the the phone rings. The fourth
bottom of the cash register
time I leave all my clothes on
and sit in the easy chair. Of
inside. He's getting ready to
go home, but his work day is course, then the phone don't
ring."
hours from being over. He'll
drive his work - a tow truck Before Wayne goes home he
home with him.
swings by a private lot that
Traffic on Congress has althe owner has asked him to
most ceased. A Chevy Subur- watch. There are no cars in

THE

9

the lot. There are no cars
anywhere, for that matter.
Inside the warm cab the radio
plays.
He says the long nights
don't bother him too much.
He's used to it.
"I was up for three and a
half days once, doing snow
tows," says Wayne. "I fell
asleep at the comer of Mellen
and Congress. I woke up
when a cop was knocking on
the window."
What kind of room does
that leave for a social life?
"It don't," says Wayne.

Wayne MacDonnld reads the pump meters as he cwses down Stewart's Texaco. He'U take a tow truck home with him.

4:48 p.m.

booths and police cars, in the
stale orange shadow of a convenience store, there are
It is dark. Men and women people who don't note the
scuttle off the steps of One
shrinking of the days. Their
City Center. The sidewalks
nights look the same - long,
are full; the traffic lights busy. quiet, and black.
The city is emptying. Karen
As night thickens, the
Senne, in a bright red coat,
streets look pale and clean.
heads for the escalator in One Not even shadows move
City Center. Her work day is across them now.
done.
Some people choose night
''I'm going grocery shoplivesior the peace and quiet.
ping, doing laundry, going
Some are just doing their jobs.
out and seeing friends," she
Most of them are happy to be
says.
there - but not all.
People like Senne only pay
The darkness has a way of
visits to the night. As winter
sifting away the fortunate
closes its fist on the northern souls, until it holds only the
tip of the country, day people people with no earthly place Geraldine Harmon at Turnpike Exit 8.
notice their days are shrinkto go. But even these are
ing. They notice the night is
willing to stop and talk,
verterans of the night, have a
coming quicker.
willing to pass the bottle, or
word
for Gerry every time, as
But a silent minority is wit- willing just to pass the time of
they
hand
over their money.
ness to the long night. In toll- night.
"Between 2 and 5 in the
Gerry, reaching out into the
morning they're the friendlinight from a tollbooth decoest," says Geraldine (Gerry)
rated with balsam boughs
Harmon, a turnpike tolltaker and cardboard Santas, says
at Exit 8. "It gets lonely when she doesn't mind taking her
you work in the middle ofthe tum at the night shift. The
night. And they get lonely
people are nicer at night, she
too. I call them night people." says.
Most people say nothing as
"I think day people are in a
they hand over their money.
rush," says Gerry. "It's a rush
A few people speak, and a
world. It's really sad, if you
few more smile. Truckers,
think about it."

8:08 p.m.

These days are short. As
the December 21 winter
solstice approaches, only
a shiver more than nine
hours of daylight will
reach Portland. None of it
will touch the people of
the night.

PatrolmanJobn French patrols Market Street. "A lot of it's kiUing time," he says. "[ don', get bored down here. n

10:24 p.m.

a foot patrolman in the Old
Port, walks out of the station
In the Portland police
and slowly begins circling his
station, four or five policemen beat. Under the shadow of his
are congregating at the front
hat, French's blue eyes are
desk. One in particular is
twinkly and kind.
cracking jokes a mile a minThe comer of Fore and Exute. Others drift by, pause to
change Streets is where foot
put in a word, then go on.
patrolmen spend their busy
John French, for nine years nights, breaking up the fights

..

that start as bar-hopping men
collide. For a break from the
noisy mobs on Fore Street,
French heads up toward Congress Street. The sidewalks
are empty. The stores are all
closed. There are no bars
spilling people onto the street.
"It's like 6 different world,"
says French.

continued•••
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11:25 p.m.

11:49 p.m.

From the roof of One City
Center the lights look like
strings of glowing beads
wrapped around the still city.
An occasional pair of headlights crosses the million
dollar bridge and finds a path
through town. A single
whoop far below on the
sidewalk is startling in the
starry stillness..
"Everybody's asleep right
now, and this is one of the
prettiest sights in Portland,"
night guard Rob Linstedt
says, looking over the city.
"Midnight to eight is kind
of like a big recess," he says.
"Most people you're going to
meet this time of night are
going to have a good attitude.
They're not used to seeing
anybody. They're relaxed,
open. It's a lot more laid
back."
Linstedt likes night life, but
says it's hard to keep in touch
with the day people.
"I don't hang around with
anyone. You learn to have
friends that if you don't see
them for two months, they're
still happy to see you," he
says.
Like Gerry Harmon, he
likes the people of the night.
They don't wear suits, or
push in line. They aren't in a
hurry. He says it is quiet
enough that you notice the
bells at City HaIl ringing the
hours out.

A pale man in a blue parka
stands alone in front of the
Greyhound bus station and

stares out of glass-blue eyes.
His breath hardens in the air.
"I'm not waiting for a bus,"
he says.
A gray plaid suitcase with
folded newspaper poking

11

through the holes stands
against the brick wall.
"I don't like being disturbed
gratuitously by assholes," he
says, staring out at the street.

12:00 p.m.
The bells at City Hall toll in
the quiet.
Across the street, in the
gymnasium of the Cumberland County Jail, people
without homes sleep curled
beneath blue and tan blankets. Unwashed gray, white,
and black hair is all that
shows, with the occasional
pair of beaten sneakers.
Bright lights are on, and a
guard wanders between the
gym and the anteroom where
coffee, fruit and sandwiches
sit on a table. They begin to
arrive at sundown. They sit
quietly in comers of the jail,
hoping they won' t be noticed.
They feel safe, they have told
people, here in the jail.

I

Asleep in the gymnasium of the Cumberland CountyJail are tbe people who have no other place to go.

"They're up all night," says
a guard. "They sleep all day."
"Don't go downstairs," anIt is neither safe nor quiet
other guard warns. He says
upstairs, in the jail itself. Everyone is wide awake. Radios Westbrook police have
crackle. Gates bang and clang. brought in a man they maced
so heavily that everyone
Every TV in every cell is on;
downstairs is choking.
the inmates sit on their beds,
Through the metal screen of
or stand watching the screen.
A few read. Somewhere in the an isolation cell another man
whimpers about his eye.
jail, someone is banging on
"Come on guys, get me a
steel, demanding a phone
doctor," he says.
call.

12:11 a.m.

11 :38 p.m.
The Denny's on Congress
Street is bright from the
green-shaded lights, and it
smells like frying eggs. Warm
and friendly from a night in a
bar, people talk, talk, talk, and
they eat. Random sentences
fly out of the general hum,
bizarre snapshots from latenight conversations. A man
with long, blond hair tells his
friend across the table,
"Somehow I convinced them
that I was real."

continued ...

An inmate, wide awake, paces in bis ceU at the Cumberland County JaiL

Cocooned in his post, watchman Rob Linstedt studies engineering when One City Center is empty.
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12:29 a.m.
Leaning against the concrete
wall of the Congress Street
Big Apple, Claff offers first
his Walkman, then his bottle
of Wild Irish Rose. Small and
bent, hidden in a green jacket,
Ramon leans near the "Customer Parking Only" Sign. He
mumbles a song in Spanish
about the moon and a woman
named Maria, gazing up at
the apartments across the
street from amazed brown

eyes.
"Maria, Mariaaaa."
"Oh, shut up, man," laughs
Claff, waving an ann in the
direction of Ramon. Swaying,
Ramon catches hold of the
arm, and slowly closes his
own limbs around Claffs. His
dark, furrowed face rests in
the crook of ClaWs elbow.
Claffs fingers curl around
Ramon's face.
"He's my friend," says
Claff, gesturing. "I want to
know where he is, 'cause, he
don't show up, I want to

know what happened to him.
He sleep in the streets. I live
the streets."
He drinks.
"We watch out for each
other. Not like Florida. Not
like New York. You don't
have to worry here."

12:45 a.m.
Three young white men
come out of the Big Apple.
One wears a black leather

jacket, carries a giant Christmas stocking and a bottle of
Reunite Peach wine. They
stop and shout, "Hello,
Muchacho," at Ramon, who
stares back at them, wobbling.
One puts a can of Budweiser
in Ramon's ungloved hand.
"I'm not afraid of nothin,"
Claff says, moving forward.
The man with the leather
jacket begins arguing with
Claff about which of them is a
racist, the white man or the
black man. As their voices
sharpen, Ramon scowls, and

tugs at Claffs sleeve. "Aye!
Aye! Aye!" he moans.
Before the three walk away,
the man in the leather jacket
opens the Reunite Peach
wine, pours some of it down
his throat, then sets the rest at
Ramon's feet.
Claff calls, resting against
the wall, "When you gonna
leave us alone? When you
gonna leave us alone?"
Ramon falls over backwards
on the cement. His Evergreen
boots bounce up in the air,
then fall.
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"I'm tough to satisfy.
Only GE gave me satisfactionguaranteed!"

CkJff witbholds a bottle from Ranum. "He dig cans out oftbe garbage, » says CkJff. "But be's my friend. »

1:34 a.m.
At the top of Munjoy Hill a
heavy man circles a green
Dodge Ram pickup truck,
shoulders hunched forward.
"Aaauuughhhl" he bellows
and slams his hand into the

truck. He circles. Picks a
headlight off the sidewalk
and sends it skittering across
Congress Street. Kicks the
truck door. Spits in the bed.
He quits, and moves toward
an apartment building. BellOWing, kicks two bags of

garbage into the street. As he
climbs the apartment stairs
his roaring is muted.
A woman's voice rises, and
he bellows a response.
"Someone broke the window of my f-ing truck, that's
what the f-ing problem isl

Aaauuughhhl" Things smash.
At 1:37 two police cars slide
up to the curb. The two officers ring the doorbell and
wait.
"What a f-er I just had,"
says one. He pantomimes a
confrontation, ducking and

2:20 a.m.
"I've come back from the
dead four times this year."
White-haired, blue-eyed
Austin West sits filling his
pipe in the St. John Street
Dunkin Donuts.
The sign outside the win,
dow reads "Help Wanted 10
p.m. to 6 a.m."
"The railroad bridge, I fell
through a floor - my own.
I've been hit by automobiles
twice this year. And a man
came after me with a knife
tonight. That's why I'm here

pushing. The door opens and
a cat flashes away. Three
more police cars pull up; but
they sit idling. The two offiCers come out of the house.
As the five cars pull away one
last roar rocks the night.
" Aaauuughhh!"
at this time of night." He sips
his coffee.
Austin says he runs a
shelter for homeless people.
One man drank too much and
came after Austin tonight
with a bread knife. He
crashed through three hollow-core doors before Austin
could slow him down and call
the police.
"I've had a wonderful
night," he grimaces. He looks
at his watch. It's 3 a.m.
"Another hour, we can hit
DiPhillipo's for some breakfast."

"My GE Dealer told me I had up to 90 days to
decide if my GE two·way radio met my expectations. If I had a problem, he said ht;'d replace
the radio, or give me my money back. Now
that's what I call a good deal!"
Satisfaction Guaranteed. Now the highest quality
two·way radios are backed by the strongest customer
assurance program. For full details contact:

46 Gray Road
Falmouth, ME 04105
797-7503
(800)322-7503

Austin West sits in Dunkin Donuts, waiting for tbe dawn.

6:49 a.m.

Dawn creeps over the peninsula. The night is dying.
Soon shame will replace the
darkness, when the sun strips
the shadows from behind the
convenience store.

The day people will flock
They'll be back, with the
into the streets soon, pushing, setting of the sun. They'll be
rushing, fighting for the
glad to see you; happy to stop
traffic light, filling the city
and talk.
with noise. The night people
And they'll have time.
will fade aw~y.
They'll have all night.

-'
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shops and
restaorants
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Communiques
3 Moulton St.
773-8809

Port Harbor
Antiques
324 Fore St.
772-1852

I Love Flowers
19 Pleasant St.
774-5882

Venture
Antiques
101 Exchange St.
773-6064

Milk St.
Antiques
8 Milk St.
773-8288

D.S. Lillet
468 Fore St.
772-3881

West Port
Antiques
17 Pleasant St.
774-6747

Remember
When
Antiques
15 Pleasant St.
761-7946

Abacus
Handcrafters
Gallery
44 Exchange St.
772-4880

The
Paper Patch
17 Exchange St.
774-3125

Wilma's
Antiques
86 Middle St.
772-9852

Atelier Framing
82 Middle st.
774-2088
d. cole jewelers
10 Exchange St.
772-5119

The Regency
Collection
105 Exchange St.
773-2043

Geraldine Wolf
Antique
Jewelry
26 Milk St.
774-8994

Kennedy
Studios
7 Exchange St.
772-8766
The Pine Tree
Shop
& Bayview
Gallery
75 Market St.
773-3007
The Plains
Gallery
28 Exchange St.
774-7500

~------------~------""'------~'~Q
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Alfiero's
35 Exchange St.
774-7816

Mexicali Blues
10 Exchange St.
772-4080

Amaryllis
41 Exchange St.
772-4439

Motionwear
57 Market St.
773-8101
Options
36 Danforth St.
772-8607

Bookwise
10 Exchange St.
772-8949

Portmanteau
36 Wharf St.
774-7276

.. .

SOHO
54 Exchange St.
773-2532

Anastasia's
Books
136 Commercial
St.

773-0046

Books Etc.
38 Exchange St.
774-0626

Suitsmi
35 Pleasant St.
773-8890
Tavecchia
52 Exchange St.
772-1699

Classical Rags
86 Exchange St.
774-9746

Dimora
Furniture
26 Exchange St.
775-7049

The Steamer
Trunk
58 Exchange St.
773-3357

Essex House
Oriental Rugs
& Furniture
267 Commercial St.
T/'=I-0762

Club 21
21 Exchange St.
871-8060
House of India
399 Fore St.
774-8562

I

Keniston's
Tile and
Design
269 Commercial St.
775-2238
Maxwell's
Specialty
Housewares
100 Commercial St.
773-7977
Metro
165 Commercial St.
773-5181

Amimono Fine
Yams & Instruc.
tion
420 Fore St.
761-3938

The Whip
& Spoon
161 Commercial St.
774-4020

Blue Goose
Quilt Shop
1 Pleasant St.
761-0300
Design Cotton
Fabrics
399 Fore St.
773-2848
The Wool Room
4 Exchange St.
773-1979

Bad Habits
10 Exchange St.
773-1310

Enchanted
Forest
Children's
Bookstore
377 Fore St.
773-8651
Videoport
151 Middle St.
773-1999

SPECIALTY
SHOPS
Apple Bee Co.
. Educational
Toys
370 Fore St.
772-8940

Necessities
Etc.
Toys & Gifts
2 Moulton St.
772-9681

Chase
Leavitt Inc.
Nautical
Supplies
10 Dana St.
772-3751

Once A Knight
Etc.
Games,
Puzzles, etc.
40 Exchange St.
774-6001

Golden Goose
Toy Shop
43 Exchange St.
775-5752

Once A Tree
Wooden Gifts
37 Exchange St.
871 -1484

Gallery 127
127 Middle St.
773-3317
The
Painted Horse
Toys
That Teach
184 Middle St.
773-6862

Geraldine Wolf
Antique
Jewelry
26 Milk St.
774-8994
Hobe Sound
Galleries North
1 Milk St.
773-2755

Seaport
Tobacco
& Import Co.
10 Exchange St.
775-0950

The Stein
Gallery of
Contemporary
Glass
20 Milk St.
772-9072
Wellin·Gardiner
Fine Arts
4112 Milk St.
774-1944

Spring St.
Middle St.

6O·Minute Photo
157 Middle St.
761-2882
Akari
Hair Studio
470 Fore St.
772-9060

Hair Exchange
8 Exchange St.
775-2555
. Photo Finish
10 Exchange St.
761 -5861

LATE NIGHT
IN OLD PORT

St.

MOST STORES OPEN
LATER FOR YOUR
SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

Fore St.

Wharf St.

Commercial St.

"Star and Stripes," Bizet's
"Toreador Song," Chopin's
"Polonaise," Joplin's "Mississippi Rag" and a Christmas carol sing-along. There
Post Election Israel is the will be three performances
topic of a noontime lecture today at the Italian Heritage Center in Portland:
being given by the consul
9:30
am and 1 pm for prigeneral of Israel, Arthur
mary school children, and
. Avnon, in the Rines Conference Center on the lower 10:30 am for pre-school
level of the Portiand Public children. Tickets are $1.50.
For reservations, call 799Library. The lecture is
5551.
being presented by the
And for adults who just
World Affairs Council and
want
to stay home and
the Jewish Federation
relax,
the Boston Camerata
Community Council of
show in Orono is being
Southern Maine. It is free
broadcast live on MPBN
and open to the public.
television and radio at 8
Bring a bag lunch; coffee
pm. The Camerata will be
and cookies will be served. performing French ChristJim Henson's Muppet
Babies are in town for four mas music of the Baroque,
Renaissance and Middle
days at the Civic Center.
Ages.
The 90-minute live stage
production is filled with
singing, dancing, roller
skating and audience
participation. Performances
begin tonight at 7 pm.
Other performances are
Bored with the usual
December 16 at 10:30 am
Friday
night options? Once
and 7 pm, December 17 at
a
month
there is live music
11 am and 3, and December
and
contra
dancing at the
18 at 1 and 4:30 pm. Tickets
are $9/$7 and are available Chestnut Street Methodist
Church (behind City Hall)
at the Civic Center Box
in
Portland. The dance
Office, at Ticketron or by
begins tonight at 8:30 pm
calling 1-800-382-8080.
with
music performed by
A program of d ce,
the
Crooked
Stovepipe
music and Christmas tunes,
Band.
Admission
is $3. Go
"The Wonderful World of
ahead.
Try
something
new.
Brass," will be presented
If
you
have
the
Christmas
for kids by a brass quintet
from the PSO. The program blues, listen to some Christwill highlight differences in mas tunes by people who
always have the blues.
dynamics and tone colors
Maybe
things won't seem
and will include Sousa's
so bad after you've spend-

ing an evening with folks
blaming their Christmas
blues on errant lovers.
MPBN radio's Friday night
blues show "Blues Before
Sunrise" air its annual
Christmas show in two
parts, tonight and next
Friday, 10-11 pm.

Street in Portland. Donations of canned or boxed
food, or money will be
collected at the show and
given to the West End Food
Pantry. Members from Mad
Horse who will perform
include Donald Jellerson,
Terry Drew, Kevin Shone
and Vicki Stubbs.
And while you have
theater companies on the
mind, it is the last day to
catch either "The Homecoming" at the Theater of
Fantasy (775-5657) or "The
Hostage" at the Portland
Performing Arts Center
(774-0465).

It may be December, but
you can still run. A benefit
race for the Maine Special
Olympics "Candy Cane
Fun Run" will be held
today in Freeport. Participants in the race will be
decked out in festive costumes. A grand prize of a
weekend for two at Sugarloaf will be given away to
Thinking about skiing
the runner who raises the
fast?
A demonstration of
most money. Prizes will
performance
base preparaalso be awarded for the
tion and speed waxing
best costumes. People
techniques for cross couninterested in running
try
skis is being offered
should call the Maine
7:30-8:30 pm, at the
tonight,
Special Olympics at 8396030. The registration fee is L.L. Bean Casco Street
Conference Center,located
$8, and $10 on the day of
off Rt. 1 in Freeport. The
the run.
clinic is free and open to
the public. For more information, call 865-4761.

The Mad Horse Theatre
Company's special holiday
show offers an afternoon of
songs, stories, conversation
The Casco Bay Bicycle
Club meets all winter long
and refreshments beginning at 2:30 pm at Williston on the third Tuesday of
each month at 7 pm in the
West Church on Thomas

Portland Public Safety
Building on Middle Street.
Tonight they will be showing a film on cycling in
Yugoslavia and having a
holiday pot luck supper.
The public is welcome to
come and see what the club
is all about. For more
information call Back Bay
Bicycle at 773-6906.
"Hearts and Hands"
documents the lives and
stories of 19th century
American Women on "The
American Experience" at 9
pm on MPBN television.

The Heart of Portland
Christmas Variety Show is
on stage with pantomime
and clowning around at the
Theater of Fantasy, 50
Danforth Street in Portland.
Showtime is 8 pm. Tickets
are $6 at the door, $3 for
children. For reservations,
call 883-9223.

A Wicked Good Christmas with the Wicked Good
Band is what's promised on
the wicked good stage at
fhe wicked Portland Performing Arts Center. Hear
a wicked funny band.
There will be two wicked

shows, tonight and tomorrow at 8 pm. Tickets are $8
in advance, $9 on the day of
the show. For wicked upto-date ticket information,
call 774-0465. (Wicked
sorry, I couldn't resist the
wicked nostalgic return to
my roots.)
Inspector Morse is what
most women dream about
- single. He enjoys a bit of
classical music with his
beer and he is the PBS
series Mystery'S most
proletarian sleuth. He
returns tonight in two-part
broadcast "The Wolver. cote Tongue" on MPBN
television, 9-11 pm. In this
episode of Inspector Morse,
an American tourist (damn
those Americans) is found
dead in her motel room,
apparently killed by a heart
attack. But Morse knows
otherwise.

There will be a whole
lotta shakin' going on in a
couple of local clubs, even
though there are only one
and a half shopping days
left til X-mas. Up from
Boston are the Boogaloo
Swamis playing their
zydeco sounds at the Tree
Cafe. At Raoul's, the Nightlifes take the stage playing
good dancing tunes. Reggae is scheduled at
Horsefeather's with Islandside. And at Geno's, the
Forum for Progress ispre-

senting 'The
Best of Hoot."
Performers
include Slaid
Cleaves, Darien
Brahms and
Sean Adams.
Proceeds
from the hoot
will go toward
Christmas
dinner at
The
Friendship
House
Shelter.

..."""'......

You're up to your own
devices. I'm heading south.
I'm beginning to suspect
that there is a major holiday of some sort tomorrow.

on

December 17
to benefit
the Maine
Special Olympics.

Guitar'and Drum

Worli.shop
'DIE PERFECr
CHRISTMAS G~

..« Gift Certificates
. :vailable for lessons

Wine Without Sin
We serve
Bully Hill
Vineyards

.«

«

iIi:-

THE

offering
an eclectic
selection
of literature
since 1973

DEC. 14-17
WED-SAT 7:15. 9
SAT MAT \:15. 3

If~

8y 8ffNbAIV

Guitar, EIeetrKl aad A&lcoustic

Bass, Piano/liqitoard
and Pereusslon
ROCK, METAL, JAZZ , COIMRY

773-3444
633 Forest Ave, Portland

..Porilandts
foremost music
teacliliig stUdio ·
::,...;

9 MECHANIC ST., FREEPORT

across the street and down
the hill from L.L. Bean
OPEN DAILY 11-9
CLOSED TIJESDAYS

G£
8EIIIIIV

oi.rwut ~

38 Exchange St.
Portland, ME
04101

THE MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE

~ H~

~

**STAGE**

~

COMPANY

lfA fOl?EJr AVf.{fff(ON6litH)

= 771-01£S" Z
31 Forest Ave. Portland· 773-8187

!t?OtxfCfD H .
,bNfJrA l{orEL/(J~rLANO

~

DEC. 18 - 24
lPG·'"
SUN MAT 1,3:15 SUN· FRI 7
SAT MAT 1. 3:15

PORTLAND

LUNCH! 2 Soup Specials Daily

366 Fore Street· Old Port • 773-BAKE
We open 6 a.m. Mon.-Fri. I 8 a.m. Sat.

...~ilfaH-"l
DEC. 30th

HAIRgp~y

AlOV. If-PlC./S

865-9421
at the _ _ _
_ __

CORSICAN

MOVIES

..

DEC. 18 - 23
SUN - FRl 9:30 (TWO WEEKS)

,
I

I

$5 OFF

Dinner for 2 with
our coupon

i

d··· A•

~~ 1.f:Jt25 Fore S t _
MOON

CLOSED DEC. 24 X-MAS EVE.

10 Exch ...... SI. Port1and

772~OO

_871-0663_

1- ___________ I

December 15, 1988

PHASE TWO
AT ZOOTZ

Dr. Bernie Sie2el

author of the best-seller

Love, Medicine and Mirae

The Psychology of Illn
and the
Art of Healing

Begins Now .. , Experience the Future
in Our New Subterrainean Loung.:le~~1

Monday, January 9, 1989,7:00 p,m,
USM Portland Campus Gymnasium
Cost: $15,00 (gift certificates available for Christmas)
For more information contact:

GRAND OPENING WEEKEND
o

FR112116 Open to Anyone 18 and over
SAT 12/17 Open to Anyone 21 and over
Say the magic words "Casco Bay Weekly·
for 1/2 price admission

.listings must be received by 5 pm the Thursday prior to publication
Ann Sitomer, 187 Clark Street, Portland 04102775.6601

DepunnentofConunuIDtyPTogr.nns
University of Southern Maine
68 High Street
Portland, ME 04101

o Urmersity of Southern Maine

10

PORTLAND~TAGE

rr~f~~M1$

% SONGBOOKS'

~rfjfJ~

CO'S,
TAPFS'
LPS'

GIFT CERTIFIcATES

OFFMU~~::

FOR
-t'rIlIV/'SV8SC ~/PT'/ON To
FOWl PLArs 131-72£~c/{

With Our Ad
Expires 1-1-89

• rICKETS TO ANY t'rIAINSTA6f.
PROOVlT/ON .4 7- /q ~1I'ff

III CALL TODAY! ~

Gift Certificates Available

771-0'165"

•

SILVER
SCREEN

Batman is not just a joke from last
week's Saturday Night Live. Michael
Keaton will play Batman and Jack
Nicholson will indeed play the joker.
Nicholson has finally found his role. I'm
only disappointed that Warner Brothers
didn't contact me for the role of Catwoman.

•••
What's Where
Maine Mall Cinemas

Crossing Delancy Amy Irving plays
a single woman living on the Upper
West Side who is looking for Mr. Right
in New York. With the help of a marriage
broker hired by Grandma, she rejects a
novelist in favor of a pickle merchant.

~

Nickelodeon

TVES-5Ar NOoN-6:00 PM-

Temple and Middle, Portland
772-9751
A Cry In Th. Dark
(opens Dee 16)
1:20.3:40, 7:10, 9 :20 (SaI,Sun/
4:15.7:10,9:20 (Mon-Frl)
Rain Mart
(op.ens Dec '6)
1. 3:50, 6:30. 9:30 (sat-Sun)
3:50.6:30.9:30 (Mon·Fri)
Dirty Rotten Seoundrels

PORTLAND

**srAGE**

21 Forest Avenue

COMPANY

Portland Performing Arts Center

25'A FO~EST AVE(OFFCON~ESS) :

(207) 775-1304

MaIne Mall Road, S Portland
774-1022
Twin.
1.3:15,5:25, 7:35, 9:45
The Naked Gun
1:15,3:10.5:05.7, 9
Tequila Sunrise
12:30. 2:50,5:10, 7:35, 9:55
Scrooged
12:45, 2:50.5, 7:10,9:20
Cocoon: The Return
12:30.2:50.5:15,7:35,9:55
Ollv.r & Company
1 :15. 3:10, 5. 7
Land aefor. Time
1.2:30,4,5:30, 7:15, 9

Land Belo... Time An animated flick
for kids and others about the plight of
littlefoot, a charming baby dinosaur
who seeks sanctuary in the Great Valley after his parents are killed in an
earthquake. The trailer always gets
ooh's and aah's from the audience ,
even from the adults.
The Manchurian Candidate This
1962 movie was on the shelf for years
and it is worth a trip through the snow to
the theater. Laurence Harvey plays a
Korean War veteran who had been captured by the Chinese, brainwashed and
released to become a programmed
killer. 'The Manchurian Candidate" is
one of the most chilling political movies
ever to come out of Hollywood,
My Stepmother is an Alien Kim
Bassinger plays the comedienne in her
latest role as an alien. Lucky Dan
Aykroyd finds himself visited by this
fine specimen from outer space
Mystic Pizza Three hometown girls
work in a pizza shop and face various
romantic crises. A Connecticut Yankee
falls for one of pizza parlor girfs in this
continuation of the saga of Romeo and
Juliet.

.......

~~~,

Restaurant and Tavern

Fri, &Sat. Dec, 16 &17

-Blue Flames==

Bird Clint Eastwood's tribute to Charfie
' Bird" Parker has finally made it to town.
The movie has received mixed reviews,
but Forest Whitaker's performance as
Charlie Parker has been praised by just
about everyone who has an opinion on
such maners. Eastwood captures the
moody jazz club scene of the 40s and
50s and hammers away at the drug
abuse which ended this legendary jazz
musician's life before his time.
.recommends, because not enough
jazz films ever come to Portland.

STEVE

A Cry In the Dark The New Yorker
magazine's Pauline Kael claims Meryl
Streep is at her best in this docu-drama
about an Australian woman whose son
is believed killed by a wild dog and is
later charged and convicted of her
son's murder. I'm not a fan of Streep,
but I usually agree with what Pauline
has to say. Streep's cold aloofness,
her only emotion on screen, as far as
I'm concerned, works here. Frank
Schepisi directed the movie which
documents the public hysteria about
the crime, blood-hungry media and a
sloppy forensic investigation . • recommends ...
Dirty Rotten Scoundrels Steve
Martin and Michael Caine star in this
comedy about a sophisticated British
con artist and his American sidekick.

4;20, 6:45, 9 (Mon·Frl)
Bird
(Ihrough Dec 15)

4:15, 6:45,9:30
Wings of Desir.
(Ihrough Dec 15)
4,7,9:30
MysUc PI.z.z.
1:15.3:50,7:20.9:15 (Sal-Sun)
4:30.7:20.9:15 (Mon-Frl)
II~ Stepmother Is an Allen
1 ~O, 3:35, 6:50. 9:10 (Sat-Sun)
4:10,6:50,9:10 (Mon-FIII
Cros~n9 Delancy
1 :35. 3:30. 7:30. 9:25 (Sal-&1n)
4:25. 7:30. 9:25 (Mon-Frl)

The Movie.

.

772-9600
Halr.pra.,
Dec 14-17
Wed-8at a17:15, 9
sat mal at 1:15, 3
The M.-churlan Candldat.
Dee 18,24
Sun mat at 1,3:15
Sun,FrI al7
Sat mal at 1, 3:35
The RockV Horror Plctur. Show
Dec 18-30
Daily ., 9:30 pm

and the

WOLVES
....

~ "

SUNDAY
Lite Drafts 754
all day & nite

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
FREE hot dogs Lite Drafts.

I
at halftime 75¢

Clara's Heart Whoopi
I
puts
aSide comedy for drama in this story
about a Jamaican housekeeper who
strongly influences the life of a wealthy
white boy. Neil Patrick Harris plays the
boy who craves understanding in the
face of his parents divorce.

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS
Every day of the week
Serving from 11-9 weekdays
11-10 FRI and SAT and 12-9 SUN

HAPPY HOUR
4-7 MON.-FRI
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland,:ME • 774"3550

Cocoon: The Return is a disappointment for those who saw Cocoon.
In the sequel the beloved friends and
family who disappeared into outer
space in Cocoon I return.

Cinema City
The Good Mother Diane Keaton
plays a divorced woman who is losing
custody of her daughter because of an
'affair she is having with a bohemian
artist type. On the stand in court every
detail of Keaton's character and sexual
past is revealed - a frightening experience . • recommends ... (the movie, not
having your sex life publicly examined).
Halrspray John Waters' most recent
film was his leading lady Divine's last.
Set in Baltimore in 1962, "Hairspray" is
about rivals for a teenage dance show;
one is an overweight ' hairhopper" and
the other a slimmer teen queen. Sonny
Bono and Debbie Harry also make appe"rances in this fine piece of trash.
.recommends, even if she did miss it
the first time around.

Westbrook Plaza
854-9116
Movies are nol scheduled at press lime;

call ahead to confirm limes
My Stepmother'. An Allen

7, 9, weekend mats at 1,3
Child's Play
7:15,9:15, weekend mats at 1:15, 3 :15
Everybody's All American
7, 9, weekend mats at 1, 3

Ernest Save. Christmas
7:15, 9;15, weekend mats at 1 :15, 3 :15
Gorillas tn the Mist
7,9, weekend mats at 1,3

Evening Star
Tontine Mall, -arunswick

729-5486
The Good Moth.,
(Ihrough Dec 15)
7,9pm
Clar.'s Heart
(op<lns Dec 16)

call for timos

•••

The Naked Gun Do you miss reruns
of 'Fantasy Island" with Ricardo
Montalban? Don't worry. He's back in
the latest movie by the creators of
"Airplane: 'Naked Gun" is a spoof of
cops-and-robbers movies with Leslie
Nielsen playing a bumbJing Los Angeles
detective. • recommends, if you need a
good laugh over the next couple of
weeks.
Rain Man Dustin Hoffman made 'The
Graduate' a long time ago, as one can
see with Hoffman teamed up with Hollywood's latest leading man Tom Cruise.
Hoffman and Cruise play brothers in
"Rain Man", one of whom (Hoffman) is
an idiot savant.

Tequila Sunrl.e I had never seen
such seductive coming attractions in
my life. The movie itself is visually
slick. Mel Gibson plays a drug dealer
and Kurt Russell plays a cop and an old
high school friend of Mel. Raul Julia is a
Mexican cop who gets involved with the
dirty business. Michelle Pfeiffer is eXcelient as the woman who gets caught
in the middle of the boys' games.
.recommends as a betler than average drug-crime flick, but 'Tequila Sunrise" is not as good as might be expected from director Robert Towne who
wrote the screenplay for 'Chinatown."
T win. It looks as if Arnold
Scwarzenegger has met his match with
Danny Devito. The pair discover they
are twins who were separated at birth.
The twins were the result of a genetic
experiment with Arnie getting all the
good qualities of strength, wisdom and
goodness and Devito being an unwanted side effect. The plot centers on
the twins reunion and the search for
their mother. But who needs plot? The
comedy is so well choreographed - Devito and Schwarzenegger gesture in
unison - that if the plot drags, just
seeing Devito and Schwarzenegger in
the same picture is enough to make
even the most sour puss laugh. The
movie is directed Ivan Reitman who did
'Ghostbusters," .recommends ...
Wings of Desire Wim Wenders' latest
film tells the story of angels among
mortals in Bertin. Starring Bruno Ganz
and Peter Falk . • recommends and it
seems she'lI be the last one to see it.
It's a good thing the movie has been
held over another week.

..,c.:::;,~·...v

THURSDAY 12115

IVORY TOWER
FRIDAY 12116
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ThIngs That Aren't Food from Boston
SATURDAY 12117

rock+roJl

Oliver and Company There are
some people who would tell me this
movie is just my speed. It's for the kids,
of course. The Walt Disney animated
feature retells the story of Dickens'
' Oliver Twist," transplanting the
characters in New York. Oliver is a cute
orange kitten who is influenced by a
gang of streetwise dogs. Some of the
voices you'll hear include Billy Joel,
Dom DeLuise and Bette Midler.

10 Exd'lange, Ponland

HOWELL

The Rocky Horror Plctu... Show
is a cult movie extravaganza. The
story, if you must know, is about a
young couple whose car breaks down
on a stormy night and find themselves
trapped in a castle inhabited by people
from the planet Transsexual. Susan
Sarandon plays the timid Janet (eons
before she became the sex goddess
she is today). Tim Curry is wonderful in
leather and lace (in fact, this is the only
part of the movie I like), The movie had
a large cult following with people in the
audience reciting lines, singing , and
throwing things at the screen and at
unsuspecting movie goers. Do these
goings on still occur? You will have to
see for yourself . • recommends ... if
only to see Tim Curry sing 'Sweet
Transvestite."

Scrooged Bill Murray returns after his
long hiatus from the movies in this updated version of Chartes Dickens' "A
Christmas Carol ." As far as I'm concerned, the movie is just another reminder of impending holiday shopping.
But what can I say - I'm a scrooge.

(op9ns Dec 16)

1:30.3:45, 6 :45. 9 (Sal-Sun)

00

ZCDTZ

874-6500

Christmas
is Music!

19
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Del Fuego. Dec 15 at the Brunswick, Old
Orchard beach . 934-4873.
Laughing Academy and Sub skin
Cables Dec 15 at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Pordand. 774-1441.
The Breakdown Dec 15-17 at the Old
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland, 7740444.
Ivory Tower -Dec 15 at Geno's, 14,
Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Wild Turkey every Thursday at the
Marble Bar, 51 York, Portland. 773-5516.
John Sebastian Dec 16 at Raoul's, 865
Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
Rlgamorole Dec 16at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth , PorHand. 774-1441.
The Wild Hearts and Thing. That
Aren't Foocl Dec 16 at Geno's, 13
Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
The Boyz Dec 16-17 at the Brunswick,
Old Orchard beach. 934-4873.
Vito & the Groove KIng. Dec 16-17 at
Horsefeathers, 193Middle, Portland. 7733501.
The White Wall. Dec 16-17 at Moose
Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 774-5246.
Deeper in Debt Dec 16-17 at Tommy's
North Shore, Rt. 302, Naples.
Kopterz Dec 16-17 at at the Marble Bar,
51 York, Portland. 773-5516.
The Jones and Hot Property Dec 17
at Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Steve Howell & the Wolves Dec 17 at
Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
. The Agency Dec 18-19 at the Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 774-{)444.
Bebe Buell abd the Gargoyles Dec
19 at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441 .
The Fabulous Heavyweights Dec
20-21 attheOldPortTavern , ll Moulton,
_
Portland. 774-0444.
The Fit Dec 21 althe Marble Bar, 51 York,
Portland. 773-5516.
Kopterz Dec21 at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danlorth, Portland. 774-1441 .
Nick of Time Dec 22-24 at LB's Pub, Rt
302, N Windham. 892-8923.
Person to Person Dec 22-23 at the
Brunswick, Old Orchard beach. 934-4873.
Big Bam Burning and Crazy Moonbeam Dec 22 at the Tree Cale, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441 .
Rlgamorole Dec 22 at Raoul's, 865
Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
Double Talk Dec 22-24 at the Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Best ofthe Hoot at Geno's, 13 Brown,
Portland. A Forum for Progress benefit
for Christmas dinner at The Friendship
House Shelter Dec 22-23. The Walkers
and Josh Russell perform Thusday; Siaid
Cleaves, Darien Brahms and Sean Adams
perform Friday.
Panic Station Dec 23-24 at the Marble
Bar, 51 York, Portland. 773-5516.

r+b
Savoy Truffle Dec 15 at Moose Alley, 46
Market Portland. 774-5246.
Nightllle. Dec 23 at Raoul's, 865 Forest,
Portland. 773-6886.

+blues
Blue Flame. Dec 16-17 at the Dry Dock,
84 Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
Crazy Moonbeam Dec 22 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.

The JON ESES
with

from Boston

HOT PROPERTY
and GUS

COMING UP: Christmas Benefit "BEST OF THE HOOT"
Watch for our NEW YEAR'S EVE SPECTACULAR!

PAID POLITICALANNOUNCEMENT

PAID POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Vote for Carter C. Logan
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OFFICIAL
: ;-.Jame Carter C, Logan
I
RAOUL'S
I Bar/Restaurant

I

BALLOT

I

_~_ _ :
1
1

IWhy? ._ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ 1

I

1

I

1

1- _______________________ I

Mail your ballot today to:
Bartender of the Year Award
p" 0, Box 15176, Portland, ME 04101
Paid for by the Carter C. Logan For Bartender of the Year Committee

'ORE •••

UPCOMING SHOWS AT RAOUL'S
December 16 -John Sebastian
December 17 - Steve Howell and The Wolves

Entertainment Hotline 775·2494
PAID POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENT

20

Decenober15,1988

21
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OUR CHRISTMAS BASH
Give
IS FRIDAY, DEC. 16, AT 8 PM
the Gift
ATZOOTZ
BAD HABITS GIVEAWAYS
of Video
MUNCHIES
ALL AGES

'VIDEOPORT¥

e

e

regg.e
sou ndklngs Dec 14 at the Marble Bar,
51 York, Portland. 773-5516.
Shy Five Dec 17 at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Pordand. 774·1441.
ThlrdAnnual Anti-Apartheid Christmas Reggae Party of the Maine Proj·
ect on Southern Africa Dec 18, 8 pm with
Dani Tribesmam at Aaoul·s, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. Donations fora free Africa.
Dancing begins at 9 pm. For more infor·
mation, call 774·9833 or 773~86.
Islands Ide Dec 23 at Horsefeather's.
193 Middle, Portland. 773·3501.

PICK UP YOUR INVITATION AT

zydeC.
8OO9aloo Swamis Dec 23 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774·1441 .

10 EXCHANGE ST. • LOWER LEVEL
773-1310

•

._--

d.ncing

Z_tz. 31 Forest, Portland. Thu, house

music and new music. Fri-Sat, eclectic
dance mix. Sun, request night; Wed, chem
free dancing to new waw. 773-8187.
Third Annual Antl.Apartheld Christ·
mas Reggae Party of the Maine Proj·
ect on Southem Amca Dec 18, 8 pm with
Dani Tribesmam at Aaoul·s, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. Donations fora free Africa.
Dancing begins at 9 pm, For more infor·
mation, call 774·9833 or 773~86.
. Dancing with the Charlie Brown
Orchestra Dec 18 at the Blue Moon,
425 Fore, Portland. 871·0663.
Fantasy Hall, 54 Aiver Ad, Windham
(near Westbrookl. Dancing to country
rock and Top 40 by Free Spirit with John
Patterson Dec 23 and New Year's Eve.
For reservations, call 892·2811 .

~

folk.acoustic

• • • • THEREDLIGHTREVUE ~ • • •
40 Years of Great American Music
Winner of Maine Music Award's Best R&B Band Two Years Running

.

Join us every Wed. night at Raouls'
for our Motown Rock n' Roll Dance Party at 8:00PM
Weddings and private parties are our specialty

CALL 883-2802
(Band rehearsal space available also)

Danny Beal & Earl Bigelow every
Thuatlntown Pub. Brunswick. 729-1777.
Windy Nights Dec 14·17 at the Intown
Pub, Brunswick. 729·1777.
Doug & Leah Dec 15· 17 at LB·s Pub, At
302, N Windham. 892-8923.
Larry Irwin Dec 15 at the Barnhouse
Tavern. At. 35, N Windham. 892·2221 .
Robbie Coffin and Dan Waxman
Dec 16 at the Barnhouse Tavern, At. 35,
N Windham . 892·2221.
Robbie Conin Dec 17 at the Barnhouse
Tavern , At. 35, N Windham. 892·2221 .
Who Knows Dec21·22atthe Barnhouse
Tavern , At. 35. N Windham. 892·2221.
Also, Dec 23 at the Intown Pub, Brun·
swick. 729-1777.
Tom Dyhrbttrg Dec 23 at the Barnhouse
Tavern, At. 35, N Windham. 892· 2221 .

You' ... a Good Man Charlie Brown
through Dec 17 at 176 Sawyer St. , Port·
land. Showtimes are Fri·Sat at 8 pm, Sun
at 2 pm. For ticket information, call 799·
1421 or 799-6509.
The Wizard of Oz through Dec 18 at The
Theater Project, 14 Schoof St., Brun·
swick. Dan Auger is directin!j his own
adaptation of the story. Showtlme is Fri·
Sat at 7 pm, Sun at 2 pm. Tickets $5. For
reservabons. call 729-8584.
Heart of Portland Christmas Varl·
et)' Show Dec 21, 8 pm at the Theater
of Fantasy, 50 Danforth, Portland. Tick·
ets are $6 at the door, $3 for children. For
reservations, call 883-'8438.
Wicked Good Band Dec 22·23. 8 pm at
the Portland Performing Arts Center.
Tickets are $8 in advance, $9 the day of
the show. For ticket information call. 774·
0465.
Son of a Well-Tempered La. .r Sat·
urdays, 7:30 pm in Southworth Planetar·
ium, USM Portland. Tickets are $3.50 for
adults, $2.50 for children under 12. For
more information, call 780-4249.
The Dark Side of The M_n A laser
light show to the music of Pink Floyd will
be shown at 8:30 pm on Saturday nights
in Southworth Planetarium, 96 Falmouth,
Portland. Admission is $3 for adults, $2
for seniors and children ages 7·16. For
more information, call 780-4249.
Let It Snow! fit Probably Will Any·
way) A Christmas musical revue that
looks at Christmas past and present Dec
17. 23, 29-30 at the Thomas Inn and
Playhouse, At. 302. S. Casco. Dinner
begins at 7 pm and showtime is 8:30 pm.
To make reservations, call 655-3292.
Do Black Patent Leather Shoes
Really Reflect Up? based in the novel
I>y John A. Powers. is being presented by
Team Theatre of Portland High School
Dec 16·17 at 7:30 pm, Dec 18 at 2 pm at
Portland High School, 284 Cumberland
Ave. Tickets are $4 for the public. $3 for
students and seniors. For more informa·
tion, call 874·8250.
Open Mike/Audition Night every
Wednesday at the Thomas Inn and Play·
house, At. 302, South Casco. Interested
acts should contract the management at
the Inn, 655-3292. to arrange scheduling .
Acts chosen from the Wednesday night
auditions will be offered an opportunity to
perform for compensation at the Inn.
Auditions are open to the public.
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MeUssa Hamilton Dec 16-17, 7:3011 :30 pm, at the Blue Moon. 425 Fore,
Portland. 87H)663.
John Melisi Dec 24·25 at the Blue Moon,
425 Fore, Portland. Music 7:30-11:30 pm.
871·0663.

AGift

You Can
Give...
And Receive!

classic.1
USM Chlld ... n'e Choir will perform Dec
18, 3 pm at Corthell Concert Hall, USM
Gorham. Free. For more information, call
780·5256.

christm.s
A Christmas Carol Sing-II-iong with

Clip this ad and give it to
the man in your life.
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llis holiday season, let the man in
your life give you a very special gift ...
a Personal Make~ver by Pamela.
Through Make-Up Artistry, Fashion
Coordination and Color Analysis,
Pamela will bring out your true
beauty and show you how to achieve •
your new look every day.
The Perfect Stocking StuiTer!

the evening with

BebeBuell
and the
Gargoyles

VESTlton
VIDEO "

,

Shy Five
Reggae!

THE

When you purchase a
movie or music video
Offer expires 12/20/88

CHRISTMAS
SAFARI!
12126 & 12127

The Skatalites

12128

Duke Robillard

•

Free Membership
Open nights 'til 9
Fri. & Sat 'til 10
Lower Lobby '151 Middle Sl.
Portland • 773-1999

the Androscoggin Chorale and the Brun·
swick Youth Orchestra Dec 17, 2 pm at
the High Street Church, 106 Pleasant,
Lewiston . Presented by LA Arts. Tickets
are $3. For more information, call 782·
7228.

12129

....- American Heart
~ Association

V

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

The Holy Bones

12130
Rigamarole
12131

Sleepy La Beef

45 Danforth Street, Portland

The Hornecoming by Harold Pinter pre·
sented by the Mad Horse Theater Com·
pany through Dec 18 at the Theatre of
Fantasy, 50 Danforth, Portland. Perform·
ances are Thu·Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 7 pm.
Tickets are $10 on Thu and Sun, $12 on
Fri·Sal For more information, call 775·
5657.
The Hostage through Dec 18 at the
Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A
Forest. Portland. Presented by Portland
Stage. Performances are TUG-Thu at 7:39
pm, Fri at8 pm , Sat at 5and9 pm, Sun at
2 pm. Tickets are $8·$W and are avail·
able at the PPAC box OffICe, 774-0465.

Christmas Art & Craft Sale Dec 17,
12 noon·4 pm in the rearolTown Hall. Old
Orchard Beach. For more information,
call 878·2613.
Weekly Flea Market Sundays, 9 am·4
pm, at the Portland Expo Center, 239
Park Ave, PorUand.
Mercy Hospital is looking for a few good
voices. Cheer patients during the holi·
days with caroling. If you or your group is
interested in making caroling at Mercy
part of your planning. call the Center for
Voluntary Action at874· 1015. Dates and
times are flexible .
Last Chanee Holiday Craft Show
Dec 17, 9 am-3 pm at the Morse Street
School in Freeport. Lunch and baked
goods served by Freeport girls hockey
team.
Mad Horse Theatre Company
Christmas Show Dec 18. 2:30 pm at
Williston West Church , Thomas Street.
Portland. Songs, stories and refresh·
ments. Donations of canned and boxed
food or money will be collected and given
to the West End Food Pantry. For more
information, call 775-5657.
New Year's!Portland Four hours of
your time will get you free admission to
the celebration and an invitation to the
Midnight Staff party on Dec 31. Volun·
teers are needed for distribution of flyers
and posters. People are also needed for
perfomance site staffing on the night of
the festivities. For more information, call
772·9012.
62 Annual Presentation of the
Pageant of The Nativity Dec 18,
4:45 pm at the First Parish Church, 425
Congress, Portland.
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by
Michael
Hughes

THE HOLY BONES AND TED MUSGRAVE

&

THE G-MEN

Local rock
~orth banging out
Who was it that said rock
and roll was like the steady
thump of a giant moron pounding in an endless nail?
Ah, critics.
Critics and can openers have
their uses, but where would we
be without can openers? The
impatience of certain music
critics with most fonns of contemporary musical expression
is, to quote Oscar Wilde,
Caliban's rage at seeing his own
face in the mirror.
This said, a writer approaching a recording needs to recognize that if words could convey
an accurate impression of the
music, the music wouldn't be
necessary. lfUInbly, then, I
would like to report that I've
recently received tapes from
two local bands, The lfoly
Bones and Ted Musgrave & the
G-Men.
For most musicians, making
a tape is a little bit dangerous,
especially when the tape finds
its way into the hands of someone who is going to write about
it. Coiled within a band's tape,
be it an infonnal demo (The
lfoly Bones) or an over-thecounter for-sale item (Ted
Musgrave), is a blueprint ofthe
skills and aspirations of the musicians involved.
Ted Musgrave & the G-Men
are, essentially, a one-man
show that doesn't perfonn.
Musgrave, a recreation leader
with the City of Portland in
charge of the Ski Program and
the Summer in the Parks Program, writes and sings all the
songs and plays guitar, bass
and drums. With the assistance
of drummer David Ellis, budding guitar hero Sean Graffam
and occasional vocals from his
sister Boo Cowie, Musgrave has
put together an appealing,
hard-edged collection of six
songs recorded in his own studio.
Because Musgrave doesn't
perform, however, doesn't
mean that you haven't heard
him. He is a regular contributor to Greg Stump's extreme
ski flicks, and his title track to
the filmmaker's "The Blizzard
of Ahhhhhs," stands up well to
major label competition from
other perfonners in that film.
"Burton Boy," another Stump
soundtrack cut, was recently
heard on MTV, as was some
Musgrave music from Stump's
'The Good, the Rad and the
Gnarly" of a iew years ago.
"There was always music in
my head," Musgrave says. "I
started writing when I was
about eight. I'd be mowing the
lawn an~ humming to what-

ever note the engine was playing. In school I was always told
to keep quiet and stop humming or tapping my pencil. It
was a big problem. I got bored
with whatever music was on
the radio. I figured, hey, I can
do that."
And so he has. His most recent compilation, "Undercovers," features six songs
which blend metal-inflicted
crunch guitars with a pop sensibility. The deceptively simple
structures reveal an interesting
tension between the instrumentation - wailing or straightforward lead guitar floating over,
under, sideways down and
around carefully arranged
rhythm sections
and
Musgrave's straightforward
tenor.
'The recording is all done in
my studio," Musgrave explains. "pretty much in my
bedroom. There isn't much time
in my life to do a 12-song tape.
I can just barely make six. The
only thing I listen to is Top 40
stuff on the radio, but I
wouldn't characterize my own
music as Top 40. I think it's
good poppy rock, something
you could sing in the shower
and not be ashamed.
"To me, the songs are really
simple. I'll work on lead guitar
parts, or how one section flows
into another, but for the most
part they just pop into my head,
like divine intervention. The
melodies and lyrics just appear.
I like the songs, and I think the
music is good quality. But I'm
waiting for a record company
to come to me. As it stands
right now, though, I am too
busy to go around to the labels
or try to find an agent. I'm not
looking for a national market."
Unlike Ted Musgrave & the
G-Men, The Holy Bones are
actively pursuing club and
concert bookings with an eye
to fame and fortune - or at least
a living playing music.
"We want to take this as far
asit can go," singer/songwriter
Darien Brahms says. "Since we
started taking ourselves seriously we've had a goal to make
a real recording. We want to
get a two song demo tape done
and bring it around to the independent labels and maybe the
majors. Then we want to put
out a record and tour, and get
people to know it and buy it.
If the local response to The
lfoly Bones is any indication,
Brahm's and co-Bones Reed
Altemus on guitar, bassist/
harp player Manny Verzosa,
and drummer Mark Cousins
are doing something right. The

band's seven song demo tape
of two- and four-track recordings displays, as do their live
shows, a savvy and presence
that is more than the sum of its
parts. AtthecoreofwhatBones
are about is Brahms, the band's
chief singer and songwriter.
"1' ve started off writing lyrics before I became a guitarist,"
she explains, "and I started
writing songs around poems I
had written. There were simple
folk songs. Then I realized that
anyone could do that and end
up boring people. NowthatI've
become more competent on the
guitar, I've freed myself up and
allowed myself to write music
first, and then apply lyrics to it.
I consider myself more of a
songwriter than a poet now."
At this point in her songwriting, Brahm's draws inspiration from the Beatles, the
Doors, k.d.lang, and the Chamber Brothers. "I like to listen to
older music more than current
music. When r listen to current
music, it reminds me of what I
am trying to do now. Right now
I am going through a manifestation of Beatlemania from
when I was a little kid. It's
necessary, I think, to go through
this before 1do something else.
I'm also into country right now.
You can only listen to itso long
before you get to the point, but
I love it. It's so simple.
lfoweverclearly Brahms sees
the line of influence iQ her own
writing, their Bones have managed to put their distinct stamp
on the arrangements and performances.
From
the
Beatlesque "Bad Time" and
"Queen Elizabeth" to the punkabilly of "Rio Grande" and the
acoustic, introspective "Shut
Up and Be Quiet," the band
displays a willing ability to suit
music to mood.
The most notable feature of
Holy Bones' music is their
departure from the standard
verse-chorus-bridge-solo format. Brahms likes to use the
word "happening" to suggest
what the band is trying to do.
"1 approach it (writing and
arranging) like a pop symphony," she explains, "where
there are little movements
within a song. You can create a
happening within a song and
feel that it's moving you and
you don't quite know why. The
Beatles did it, but I think a lot of
pop musicians are unaware of
it. I want the music to take on
an emotional journey."
Michael Hughes secretly loves
country music and some of his best
friends are giant morons.

Karla Bonoff will be there. So will
• Adults, S7.50 in advance. S9.00on
Johnny Copeland, the Texas TWister.
December 31. Kids and seniors, S3.00,
And Africa's pop king, Sonny Oko- • Bultons available Dec. 16th at most
suns wouldn't miss it. It's the begin·
Shop 'n Save Sup~rmarkets , One
ning of a whole new year. And New
City Center, and Portland Wine
lears/Portland is the perfect way to cele·
and Cheese.
brate. There'll be eighty· nine exciting • For VISA or MasterCard orders or
events, starting at two pm on December
infor·
mation, call
31st and ending with fireworks to weI·
772·9012.
come '89. There'll also be over 7,500
additional seats this year, to offer more
room for more fun than ever!
One button is your ticket
to eighty·nine events!
New Years/Portland is sponsored by
THE ExrRESS
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HOT BUNS
FOR LUNCH.
Remember when a
American cheese? Well,
hamburger meant juicy,
take a
back to the
lean ground
~~~~~~ future during
bee( served on
lunch, with a
a steamy hot,
true classic,
buttered bWl,
A hot, juicy,
smothered with
hambzr'
atCa~
grilled onion
over melted
Jack's.

(!ruJ;/lac f)tZcJJ
A Good Place to Eat
442 Fore Street in Portland's Old Port. 774-7466
L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

Grazie·
Danke
Merci

Thank You!
to all our clients who have
helped us grow and make it
a great 5 years!

8 Exchange Street, Portland

775·2555 8:30·7 M.F; 8:30·5 SAT

December f 5, f 988

~CHROMA~

For the perfect gift

Unique framed prints· 1700'5- Early 1900's
· Botanical
· Ornithological
Icthyological
· Palladian

· Maps of Maine
· Engravings
Illustrations
• Lithographs

305 Commercial Street
9-5:30 Monday-Friday, 10-5 Saturday
Plenty of Parking

Recycle
this
paper!
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For Holiday Gift Giving ...

Copying old and
faded photographs

ON~

out +f town
Miniature. Paintings, sculptures, drawings and prints through Dec 23 at The
Center for the Arts, 804 Washington. Bath.
Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm, Sat 12 noon4pm.
A New Deal for American Art Ten
framed poster panels featuring works of
art commissioned 50 years ago by the
Works Project Administtation (WPA),
through Feb 3 at the Attorney General's
Gallery Space. Sixth Floor, State Office
Building. Exhibit provided by the Maine
Humanities Council. sponsored by the
Maine Arts Commission, 289-2724.

•
SENSE

Remember that
old photograph you found?
Remember how it made you

.

feel? You can share the

I

memories. Plan now
to have it copied in
time for the holidays.
Maine's only exclusive custom black and white processing lab

The Photo Finish
SPECIALIZING IN:

Photo restorations • Copying old and faded photographs
Black and white processing and printing • B&W prints from color slides

10 Exchange Street, Rm.207 • Portland, Maine 04101 • (207) 761-5861
,

-
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Beast
Wishes

•

Original artwork by Neil Welliver .
John Stockwell, Peyton Higllison, Harvey
Peterson, Thomas McKnight, antique
prints and more at Greenhut Galleries.
146 Middle. Portland. Exhibit continues
through Jan 5. Hours: Mon-Sat 10:30 am5:30 pm. 772-2693.
Paintings and drawings by Camille
Cole are on the wall in the theater lobby
at the Portland Performing Arts Center.
The lobby will be open to the public on
Dec 15, 4-6 pm.
Gallery 127. 127 Middle, Portland. Works
by John HultberQ, new watercolors by
Graydon Mayer. Introducing new sculptures and paintings by Gary Haven Smith,
John Swan. new oils by Michael Waterman and Neil Welliver. Also, works by
Diana Arcadipone, John Dehlinger. Lynn
Drexler, Alex Gridzeijko. Eric Green.
Richard Hutchkins, C. Michael Lewis.
Charles E. Martin, Nick Snow and Gina
opening+
Werfel. Exhibit continues through Jan.
Wildlife Art Competilion Opening,
Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm. Sat 10 am-5
featuring 20 color wildlife photographs at
pm. 773-3317.
the Governor's Gallery Space, Capitol Nancy Margolis Gallery. 367 Fore
Building, Augusta. Dec 20, 12 noon-1 pm.
Street, Portiand. Jewelry by Lydia Weber
Opening includes a free concert featuring
and Woven Forms by Rise Petersons
Old Grey Goose. Exhib~ continues
through Jan 1. Also 'New Art Forms,"
through Feb 28. Competition sponsored
installation at Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer
by the Maine Arts Commission and the
and Nelson (open to the public by apDepartment of Inland Fisheries and Wildpointment only). 775-3822.
life. 289-2724.
New Paintings by Connie Hayes will
be displayed through Jan 29 at Cafe Alcl+sing
ways, 47 Middle. Portiand. Hours: TueGenius Artist Loses her Lease StuSun 5-10 pm. 774-9399.
dio show and sale at 616 Congress (third Maine Potter's Market. 376 Fore,
floor), Portiand. For appointment, call
Portland. Special Christmas group exSherry Miller at 761-0611.
hibit by gallery artists through Dec 30.
Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-9 pm. Sun 10 am6 pm. 774-1633.
ar+und town'
Portland Museum of Art Seven Congress Square, Portiand. Hours: Tue-Sat,
10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday eve- schools+libraries
nings. 5-9. Current exhibits: Winslow Faculty Show through Dec 21 at the
Homer: Paintings of the Civil War (Oct 6Baxter Gallery. Portland School of Art.
Dec 18); Judith Rothchild: From Collage
619 Congress Street, Portiand. Hours:
into Relief (Oct 28-Dec 31). The Land of
Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm (Thu until 7 pm), Sun
Norumbega (Nov 15-Jan 22). 775-6148.
11 am-4 pm.
Danforth Street Gallery, 34 Danforth. Mysticisms: Photographs of Minor
Portiand. Contemporary, figurative paintWhite at the Payson Gallery of Art. 716
ings and drawings by Salazar through
Stevens Ave, Portland. Exhibit continues
Dec 23. Hours: Tue-Sat 10:30 am-5 pm,
through Dec 24. Hours: Tue-Fri, 10 am-4
Thu until 8 pm. 775-6245.
pm. Thu, 10 am-9 pm, Sat-Sun, 1-5 pm .
Steven Merrill An exhibit of realistic wa797-9546.
Jereolors of Maine scenes and still lifes Boston Artist Steven Mitchell will
through Dec 28 at the Artisans, 334 Forexhibit new work through Dec 21 at the
est Ave, Portland. Hours: Mon- Fri 9 amAREA Gallery at the Campus Center,
6 pm, Sat 9 am-3 pm. 772-5522.
USM Portiand. For more information. call
The Art Gallery at 51" Deering,
780-4090.
Portland. Paintings by Charles Burdick. Landscapes and stili IIfes in waterThe gallery is open Tue-Sat 11 am-5 pm
color and casein by J. Philip Larson
through Dec 17. After that by apPointthrough Dec 16 the USM Sace-Biddeford
ment through the end of Dec. 772-9605.
Center, Saco Island. 282-41111.
Portland Show Works by gallery artists Photographs by W. Marc Bemsau
to celebrate the 25th anniversary of Portthrough Dec 15 atUSM's Sanford Center's
land Landmarks at Barridoff Galleries, 26
'Ia Galerie de I·Universite.' 324-6012.
Free, Portland. Exhibit continues through The Landscape Within An exhibit of
Dec31. Also at the lIaliery, 19th and early
works by Thomas Connolly through Dec
20th century Amencan art Hours: Mon29 at the Portland Public Library. Open
Fri 1- am-5 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 772-5011.
during library hours. 773-4761.
Bowdoin College Museum of Art,
Brunswick. Hours: Tue-Fri. 10 am-4 pm;
Sat. 10 am-5 pm; Sun. 2-5 pm . Revolutionary Art: Russian Avant-Garde Works
from the Collection of Robert and Maurine Rothschild through Jan 8. 725-3275.
Japanese Crafts - New England An
exhibition of works in clay, fiber, metal
and wood by 16 contemporary New England artisans at the Olin Arts Center,
Bates College. Lewiston.

Post Efectlon Israel World Affairs
Council lecture presented by the consul
general of/srael Arthur Avnon Dec 15, 12
noon at the Portland Public Library. Free
and open to the public. For more inlormation. call 780-4551.
The Mystery o' Mysteries Dec 15, 7
pm. Lecture-discussion series on mysterIes at Thomas Memorial Library, 6 Scott
Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. The topic of
thiS week's discussion is 'Gender and
Genre: The Mystery of It All," a discussion
of the issue of gender in detective/mystery fiction - the polarities between male
and female writers and characters. For
more information. call 79~ 1720.
Computer Seminar The Portland
Chamber of Commerce is offering a
seminar titled 'Should You Hire a Fast
Idiot? • a three-hour seminar on the pros
and cons of computerizing your business
Dec 15. 8-11 :30 am in the Chamber Board
Room. Cost is $45 for Chamber members, $85 for non-members. For more
information, call Virginia Armstrong at
772-8211.
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Sterling Silver Pendant,
Earrings and Pin
by

David Devta
Doolan

Casco Bay of Norutnbega
When I was about eight years
old, my mother took me to New
York City forthe day. Walking
around Rockefeller Center, we
wandered into the Rand McNally store which was filled
with books of maps and books
about geography and travel.
Also displayed and available
were hundreds of maps of all
parts of the world in all colors,
shapes and sizes. Many had
pictures on them and decorative borders and beautiful colors.
My mother purchased about
ten maps. We rolled them up
and carried them home. Soon
they had been framed and were
placed on the walls around the
house. Over my bed I had an
illustrated map of South America.
I never questioned the notion of so many maps decorating our house. Eventually we
had a few paintings around,
mostly by family members, but
the-chietvisual entertainment
was this collection of maps.
They were all contemporary
prints and my mother never
collected antique or any other
kind of esoteric map.
Maybe this early experience
prepared the way for my sympathetic response to the current Norumbega exhibition at
the Portland Museum of Art
through January 22. This exhibition of early maps of the new
world has so much to offerthat
I recommend it unconditionally.
On early maps Norumbega
was the name given to the land
we now call Maine. The spelling and boundaries changed
from map to map. Sometimes
Norumbega extended from
Canada to Virginia, but eventually it described the land
around the Penobscot River. At
times there were legends of a
great city up the Penobscot and
these stories stimulated exploration. Cabot, Gomez, Verrazzano, Champlain and John
Smith, all explored the Maine
coast looking for that great
northwest passage to the Orient.
By 1622, however, the terri-

tory had become the object of
English and French claims, and
was generally called the ProvIDce of Maine.
The Land of Norumbega
exhibition consists of rare maps,
atlases, books and instruments.
The most amazing thing to me
was the fact that map makers
drew such an accurate picture
of North and South America
during the 1500s. Imagine arriving at the unknown coast of
Maine, perhaps making maps
and taking notes, and then returning to Europe and somehow having all your notes
combined with others until a
map of the new world was
pieced together. Maps pieced
together from just looking at
the shore from the sea or from
the beach. There were instruments to help measure the distances seen, but nothing that
reveals the shape of the continents,
It's fun to see how people's
knowledge grew as the maps
become more and more reliable. It is interesting to see that
people traveled far up the
Kennebec River, even laid out
plantations for sale, in the 17th
century. When I drive around
rural Maine, especially around
Lovell, Otis field, Phillips and
Strong, and see some very old
houses, I always wonder just
how people got through those
thick, probably virgin, forests
to these remot 12laces.
The maps and books in the
collection also reveal the birth
and rapid flowering of printing and bookmaking. It's one
thing to know that the printing
press and moveable type were
invented in the 15th century
and another to see how rapidly
that invention was put to use.
(Someday an artnik historian
will say that about my little
Macintosh!) Even if you aren't
interested in geography, you
might get interested in the flowering of the invention of printing.
Also many of the maps are
covered with illustrations and
stories. Among the pieces that
interested me are a 1493 map
the Nuremberg Chron-

icle that shows the prevailing
winds in the form of heads of
men and has borders full of
mythological creatures and a
map ofRussia from 1557, showing Anthony Jenkinson's travels to central Asia. This map is
covered with pictures, stories,
and pictures of geographical
features. The hand colored reds
are beautiful and, for me, seeing places like Tashke"9-t and
Samarkand written out so long
ago is wonderful.
A Sylvanus woodcut Map of
the World from 1511, published
in Venice, is one of the earliest
to show North America. It is
drawn on a cordiform, which is
a sort of heart-shaped projection which is said to recognize
a mystical connection between
the physical and spiritual
worlds.
Then come the maps of
Maine or Norumbega. On a
1715 English map by H~rman
Moll, you can find Mt. Desart
(sic) Rock, Pentagoet River,
Casco Bay, Saco River. On some
others find Kennebeka. John
North's Survey from 1750,
shows a "development" by the
Kennebec Purchase Company,
said at the time to be "the greatest land speculating concern in
New England."
On the Thomas Johnston
map, "A Plan of the Kennebec
and Sagadahok Rivers" from
1755, you can find New Boston,NewGlocester, Kasko Bay,
North Yarmouth, Merrymeeting Bay, Norrijwoak, Naskeag
Point, Holt Island or Isle Haut.
And on a 1776 map of Falmouth Harbour by Samuel
Holland we can find the early
settlements and roads and
farms in the Greater Portland
area.
It was also interesting to me
that the French maps always
noted the tribes of Indians that
inhabited a particular place.
Makes you wonder if Indian
history would have been different under the French.

abacus
handcrafters gallery
. 44 Exchange Street,

Portland, ME 04101 ·772-4880
HOllIS: Mon - Sat

10 - 10 p.m. Sundays 11 - 6 p.m.

ATELIER FRAMING
• Excellent Selection
of Antique Botanicals
82 Middle Street
Portland, Maine
41 01

a

774-2088
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Sherry Miller. no geography buff.
traveled 8,000 miles to Cameroon this
year before she found out where it
was. (And still is.)

PLAINS
GALLERY
28 Exchange Street, Portland Maine 04101 • (207) 774·7500

You need it yesterday. We'll have itforyou tomorrow.
That fast. Any size sign. Lettering up to 13". Your
choice of color and typestyle. Computer cut vinyl
lettering. Whateveryoursignage needs. Tomorrow.
That fast.
""

243 Falmouth Road
Falmouth. Maine 04105

COM PAN Y

$500 OFF PURCHASE OF $5(pl OR MORE
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Casco Bay Weekly

"TAKE IN ALL YOU CAN TAKE-OUT"

LUNCHES • BUSINESS MEETINGS • DINNER PARTIES
SKI TRIPS • HOLlDA Y GATHERINGS· GIFT BASKETS
Mon.-Sat. 11-7:30 PM • 9 Deering Avenue, Portland. 773-2624

RUBY'S CHOICE
WORLD'S

"

-

GREATEST

HAMBURGERS

" When I want to
wrestle a REAL burger,
I got 0 Ruby's. "
-Rob Elowitch,
Barridoff Galleries
AKA Robby Ellis,
Professional Wrestler

116 FREE STREET· PORTLAND· 773-9099

IS ROB'S CHOICE

Frames &Photo Albums
through December 31st

MINUTE
PHOTO
INC.
---.....'4\Il., !.xIE' i (.)§@.I---37 Ocean St., South Portland
767-2007 Bill Ciccarone

157 Middle Street (Old Port)
761-2882 Debbie Dolan

BUY A FOOTLONG HOT SUB AND
GET A 6" HOT SUB FOR 99 t,

Step right up for a real hot time! Saucy Meatball. New
spicy Texas-style Barbecue. Or hearty sirloin Steak &
Cheese. Steamin' hot on fresh-baked bread and stuffed
with the free fixin's you ask for. Now that's the ticket.
f

,~
i,

.

,

HOT! HOT! HOT!

.,
HOTW.ECUl

1041 BRIGHTON AVE., PORTlAND, ME !ll101
(207) 874·2900

Limit: One coupon per customer P.'" visit. Not good in combination
with any other offer. Olter expires: Jan. 31.1989

The Home Economic. and Art Depart.... nt. of the South Portland School
Department is looking for volunteers to
assist students during their 42-minute
class periods. For more information. call
the Center for Voluntary Action at 8741015.
FlexCa .. "Chemical Free" Chrl.t·
mas Party for all clients who have
completed the FlexCare program. as well
as interested parties. The party is on Dec
23. 5-7:30 pm at Westbrook Community
Hospital. 40 Park Road. Westbrook. To
register. call 854-8464.
Menopau.e Support Group starting
in Portland. Call 774-8889 for more information.
New Support Group ..Cha .....• on
substance abuse and its many problems
for all of those involved. Every Saturday
at Westbrook Community Hospital. 8-9
pm. For more information. call 797-4655.
Meditation for Women every Monday
at the Quaker Meeting House. Forest
Ave. Portland. Guidecf meditation and
ritual. For more information. contact the
Feminist Spiritual Community at 7732294.
The AIDS Project. 48 Deering. Portland. lists many support groups around
Portland for PWAs and the lovers. caregivers and friends of PWAs. For more
information. call 774-f5877.

Teen Ski at Shawnee Paak at Plea.ant Mountain for all Gorham students
in grades 7-10 on Dec 28. Buses will
leave Shaw Jr. High School at 10:30 am
and return at 10:30 pm to allow for a full
day of skiing. Pre-registration is required
and the fee of $22 includes lift ticket and
transportation. For more information. call
839-8144.

•
BODY
& L

Sufi Meditation Dec 18. 6:30-8 pm in
the Upper Auditorium at Mercy Hospital.
Portland. The classes are free and open
to the public and introduce the participants to Sufi meditation and the teachIngs of Hazrat Inayat Khan. Each session
will include music. a breathing practice.
guided meditation and readings. This
session will focus on shadows/qualities
and the reading is 'The Purpose of Ufe."
For more information. call 657-2605.
Divorce Perspective. meets Weds at
7:30 pm at Woodfords Congregational
Church. 202 Woodfords St. Por~and. The
topic for Dec 21 is "Getting Through the
Holidays." For more information. call
Ingrahm Volunteers at 773-5516.
The Family Cri.i. Shelter is looking
for volunteers. Training will be provided.
begining Jan 9. Monday and Wednesday
nights for four weeks. For more informa- The Ca.co Bay Bicycle Club will be
tion. call Cathy at 874-1197.
meeting on Dec 20. 7 pm in the Pordand
The Brunswick AHer School ProPublic Safety Building. Middle. Portland.
gram is looking for volunteers to help
On Dec 20. the club will be showing a film
children 6 to 12 with their homework.
on cycling in Yugoslavia and having a
playing card and board games. assisting
holiday pot luck supper. The public is welwith arts and crafts and listening to them
come to come and see what the club is all
tell about their day. Volunteers receive
about. Call Back Bay Bicycle at 773-6906
on~oing training and a free physical redays or Ketra Crosson 829-4402 eveqUIred by the state. Call Carolyn Purcell
nings for more information.
at 725-6506 or the Center for Voluntary Night .kl le••o_ are being offered by
Action at 874-1015.
South Portland Parks and Recreation and
Kidney Foundation of Maine is in
Shawnee Peak at Pleasant Mountain
need of a volunteer enter names and
Tuesday night beginning Jan 3 for kids in
addresses onto their patient newsletter
grades 6-12. Lessons 6:30-7:30 pm; free
skiing 7:30-9 pm. Cost is $50 for lessons
mailing list. No comp'uter experience is
necessary as they Will train on the comand lift ticket. $30 for rental. and $50 for
puter. Hours are flexible. Call the Center
transportation. Program orientation will
for Voluntary Action at874-1015 for more
be held Dec 16. 7 pm at Memorial Middle
information.
School. For more information. call the
Rec Center at 799-7996.

•

All home game . . . . a' 7:35 pm,
unl ••• otherwls. noted.
The Marine.. ptay at the Civic Center.
Ticket..... $6-$7 and are available
.t the box office.

775-3411

•••
Parfonnance and citizen racing
waxing A free public clinic Dec 19. 7:30
pm at the L.I. bean Casco St. Conference
Center. off Rt. 1. Freeport. A demonstration of performance base preparation and
speed waxing techniques. For more information. call 865-4761.
Free Shuttle to Sunday River pre>vided by Joe Jones Ski & Sports Shops
weekdays. except during school vacation
and Martin Luther King Day. from Joe
Jones on Western Avenue. S. Ponland. 8
am. Shuttle returns at 6:30 pm. For more
information. call 761-1961.

~ORE •••

• •

Portland Rec
Winter Ski Programs

• •

$10

Althea
Kaye

•••

Maine Mariners Hockey
Home games
December 27
Utica Devils
December 30
Adirondack Red Wings
December 31,6:05 pm
Halifax Citadels
.January 6
Newmarket Saints
January 7
Moncton Hawks
January 13
Springfield Indians
January 14
Sherbrooke Canadiens
January 21
Hershey Bears
.January 27
Newmarket Saints

Dinner for 2

$5

by

The Portland Recreation Department sponsors the fol- Nathan Clifford and Riverton schools.
lowing ski programs. Call 874-8793 (Ted Musgrave, program coordinator) for more information and registration
Day Trip to Shawnee Peak at Pleasant Moun·
forms.
tain - A day of skiing for youth. Price includes bus far and
lunch. Ski rentals available for $5 more. Transportation
Learn To Ski
provided by Maine Line Tours.
At Lost Valley - This program is designed for the
The program will be held from 7 am:6 pm (skiing from 9
younger skiier, and lesson levels range from beginner to am-4 pm) Tuesday. Jan. 17. Cost is $16.50. For grades 2expert. Ski rentals available. Instruction by Lost Valley Ski 12. Pick-up and drop-off points at Reiche, Nathan Clifford
Sc!1ool. Transportation by Maine Line Tours.
and Riverton schools.
The program runs Wednesday nights (3:30 pm-8:30
pm), Jan. II-Feb. 15 and March 1 (7 trips). It includes an
Evening Ski at Shawnee Peak at Pleasant
hour lesson with one hour of skiing (5-6 pm. 6-7 pm). Cost Mountain - An evening of skiing for adults. Program
is $128 ($82 if not renting). Non-residents add $5. For options include 1 trip or a 3-trip package. if there is enough
grades 2-8. Pick-up and drop-off points at King & Lyman interest. It includes a 2 112 hour ski. rentals ($5 each trip)
Moore schools.
and a I-hour lesson.
The ~rogram will be held from 6 pm-II :30 pm (skiing
At Shawnee Peak at Pleasant Mountain - This from 7:30-10 pm) Mondays, Jan. 9-16-23. Cost is $13 for
program is designed for the teen skier. and lesson levels 1 trip ($23 with rental and lesson), $35 ($60with rentals and
range from beginner to expert. Ski rentals available. In- lesson) for 3-trip package. Non-residents add $5. For ages
struction by Shawnee Peak Ski School. Transportation 18 and up. Pick-up and drop-off points at Reiche. King and
provided by Maine Line Tours.
Riverton schools.
The program runs Friday nights (4 pm-l0 pm), Jan. 6Feb. 17 (7 trips). It includes an hour lesson with two hours
of skiing (5:30-6:30 pm. 6:30 pm-8:30 pm). Cost is $125 Clinics
($100 if not renting). Non-residents add $5. For grades 6.Freestyle Clinic - This 2-day clinic, taught by 1986
12. Pick-up and drop-off points at Reiche. King and River- North American Freestyle Champion Geoff Stump. will
ton schools.
instruct youngsters in the basics of beginning freestyle and
mogul jumping. The clinic's first day will consist of classCross.Country Lessons - For children age 12 and room training; the second day will be held on the mountain.
up, and adults. Basic instruction is offered at Riverside Gon
The program is for ages 12-18 (intermediate level and
Course.
up). Cost is $10 ($13 for non-resident). and registration is
Classes will be held on 3 consecutive Saturdays, Janu- lim~ed. " will be held Saturday, Jan. 7from 6-7 pm and Sunary, 7-14-21, 9 am-II am, taught by Eastern Mountain day, Jan. 8 from 9 am-12 pm.
Sports. Ski rentals are available through EMS. Cost is $1 0
for residents, $15 for non-residents.
Snowboarding Demonstration and Clinic This 2-<lay clinic, taught by Port Sports, will instruct youngsters in the basic of beginning snowboarding. The clinic's
Recreation Ski
first day will consist of classroom training; the second day
Morning Ski at Shawnee Peak at Pleasant will be held on the mountain. Each youngster will get use of
Mountain - This program is designed for youngsters and a board and instruction for 1 hour.
teens who have mastered some of the techniques of skiing.
The program is for ages 9-18. Cost is $3 ($5 for nonSki rentals available. Transportation provided by Maine residents), and registration is limited. It will be held SaturLine Tours.
day, Jan. 7 from 7-8 pm and Sunday, Jan. 8 from 11 am-4
The program will be held from 7 am-3 pm, Jan. 7-Feb. pm.
18, and March 4 (8trips).lt includes4 hours of skiing (9 amI pm). Cost is $11 0 ($150 if renting). Non-residents add $5.
Participation in Portland Rec's ski programs and clinics
For grades 2-12. Pick-up and drop-off points at Reiche, is at individual's own risk.

•

Lunch for 2

A

11 AM - 3 PM
e Chicken
Nugget Parm
• Rigatoni Parm
• Eggplant Parm
• Spaghetti & Salad
• Stuffed Shells

MOST .NEFARIOUS WOMAN ...

Dining alone
By neceSSity, because of my
peripatetic life through both
choice and work, I have had to
frequently dine out alone. Itis a
situation that neither bothers
me, embarrasses nor excites me.
It became a way of life many
decades ago and I have become
used to it.
But this is not usually the
case for many singles or, more
precisely, people who live by
themselves. They are uncomfortable being alone in a public
dining place - especially for
the evening meal. I have always, and still am, baffled as to
why so many people find entering a restaurant alone easy
and non-threatening when the
sun is at its zenith. But ask if
they ever darken the interior of
an eating house after the clock
has struck 6 p.m. and they specifically women - will look
at you as if you have just asked
them to skin a snake. (Not
messy, just slippery.)
The fault of such feelings be it shyness or shame at not
having a partner in this twosome world -lies in one's own
feelings of self-worth. But to a
greater extent, these feelings are
compounded because restaurants, as a whole, do not particularly welcome the single
diner. Lone male diners, unless
they look the part of an onexpense-account businessman
away from home, are accepted
just a notch about the pariah
level afforded an unescorted
woman, who is immediately
suspect.
It is a paranoia that is often
quite commonplace in this
country, as if to say a woman
(not so much as a man) who
eats out alone has to have nefarious ideas. Some of us (and I
include both sexes here) may
have some thoughts but believe
me, the majority of us really
just want to enjoy a reasonably-priced dinner cooked and
served by someone else or
because we are far from home

and have no kitchen facilities.
I remember my first trip to
New York in the early 1960s. I
was staying at a then-relatively
posh downtown hotel, where
you think the staff would have
known better. I made a dinner
reservation in the hotel's diningroom. When Ishowedupat
the appointed time I felt a distinct chill from the maitre d'
who kept an eye on me from
the moment I sat down. I wish
I could report his regard was
one of admiration or respect,
but here was something baleful about his frequent glances.
The reason manifested itself
between my soup and main
courses, when a single male
diner who had been seated a
few tables away came to ask if
he could join me. ' However,
before I could nod an agreement, Mr. Hawk, the maitre d',
rushed up and triumphantly
loudly ordered the gentleman
back to his own table. His selfrighteous look said: I told you
she's here to pick up someone!
With more and more people
seemingly ending up single, for
whatever cause, it stands to
reason that there will be more
and more solitary diners, and it
would be well for Portland
restauranteurs to accept that
fact. Perhaps they could follow
the custom. of many Chinese
restaurants practically the
world over wherein companionless diners are asked if they
would mind sharing a table.
This is not good-heartedness
on the restaurant's part, but
rather pure Chinese business
sense. A single takes up a table
meant for two or four. But by
putting several individual diners at one table the restaurant
increases its receipts. A most
single people are quite happy
to Join others in the same state.
One Sunday last July a friend
and I were waiting for a table at
the West Side Restaurant. A
man with his teenage son mistook Lucy for the hostess - she

4 PM - 10 PM
• Fried Shrimp
& Spaghetti
e Sirloin Steak
& Spaghetti
e Chicken Parm
& Spaghetti

(seNed with bread onlv)

has that bubbly look - and
asked if she was taking names.
Without missing a step she said
yes, introduced herself and me
and asked them to join us.
I heard from Lucy shortly
after that and not since. She
called to tell me she was in the
throes of a serious relationship
with the man who joined us
that summer day.
In most Portland restaurants
I am always asked the rhetorical question: "Can I hel p you?"
It is a question that surprises
me, for if I am entering a restaurant surely it is because I
have the intention of eating
there. Or I do, without realizing it, look in need of medical
aid? By asking "Dinner for
one?" the hostess can immediately find out whether I am to
be joined by others or not.
And just because I am alone
it does not mean I suffer from
some contagious disease. So,
plea5e, all you maitre d's and
hostesses, I really don't want to
be hidden behind the ubiquitous hanging plant or Schefflera. Save for those obvious
lovers who don't care where
they are seated as long as they
can stare and coo into one
another's eyes. Some might
even wish to be hidden from
prying stares.
Two of my friends who do
not know each other both separately suggested that restaurants should should place a
"Single Diners Welcomed" sign
in the window. That isn't such
a bad idea, when you think
about it.
And perhaps we loners can
start a new trend by letting the
waiter or waitress know we
wouldn't mind sharing a table.
Who knows. It could be the
start of something new. In
Portland's restaurant scene. Or
in your own life too. Think of
Lucy.
Althea Kaye wouldn't have to eat
alone so often if she invited her ed~or
to join her.

GIOBBI'S DECEMBER SPECIALS
Mondays, Tuesdays & Wednesdays

One Danforth Street, Portland • 772-0873
r.------------------------~
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LARGE
STEAK & CHEESE
GRINDER

$2.99
with this ad
(Reg. $3.50)
Expires 12/24/88
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Holiday assortment

ofItali~n.Pastri~s,

Pastnes
and Cookies

MIni

~~~~!

Christmas

now thru

Dec. 20th.

775-1545
849 Forest Ave., Portland, ME 04103
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Morgan's

eating & drinking saloon
46 Market Street, Portland. 774-5246
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..
We startAfrom scratch!

is AVE-GOLOBKI!
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$3 25: i

I of seasoned ground beef and rice, oopped with a
•
coupon I
L
__
_ and
__
_a_
__
________ _ I .
gra~
served_with
side_
of potato
salad.
I tomato
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Casco Bay W••kly
Dec.mber 15. 1988

There's only
one way to
come out ahead
of the pack.

I

•

•

Casco Bay Bicycle Club Ride every

(regularly $20.00 up to one hour)
(Orders purchased up to $200.00
• no deposit required
• cash on delivery

I

775 4043

P.o. Box 16023 Portland, ME 04101
•
-----------------------

Custom Stained Glass and Supplies

.. American
Heart
Association

OPEN HOUSE

Q

Saturday. December 17th 10 AM - 4 PM
with 10% off all stained glass supplies.
Opening Celebration 5 PM - 9 PM
with refreshments, exhibiting artists and music.

WE'RE FIGHTING
FOR YOUR LIFE

--

6'30 Forest Avenue. Portland. ME' 774-4154

ON SAL E!

A WEEKLY GUIDE TO THE BEST DEALS IN TOWN
Published by MARON PRODUCTIONS. POB 1603 Porll,and, ME 04104

Cali 761-0780 for information or to place your listing. Next Deadline - Friday 3pm 12/16
.

Some Ilems are ON SALE exclusives, and may require mention of OS

What's On Sale:

Savings:

Dates:

Save Now At:

with carpet c1e.ming spec::ials

5 rms - S 104.95. 2 rms - $49.95
1 rm-S26.95

exp. I2/31/86

L.akeside C~rpet dcani"l

Flowers. plants, silks & more!

20<r... anything

exp 12/31/88

Silu & Grtt'n~ry Flower Markel
87 Market 51.. 774-5071

expo 12/21

Once- A Knishl
40 Exchange St, 774-6001
Martins Music
772-0912,545 Congress St.

hee holiday turkey

,"

Call Don, 636-3110 collect

Slick-Up Companion AnimGI

1 fr~

Manins Music

500/0 off anythmg in the store

unlil12/31/88

Free Futon Cover w/purchase
of convenible frame & futon

$55-578

until T2/23/88

Free Solid Cherry under-bed drawer
w/purchase of in-stock solid cherry platform

$149.00

~lec-ted

pillows with removable covers

1OO~. Wool 4)(6 rugs

purchase of two.
$7.95 value

With

50% of( - $7.50 to $ 15

whlle supplies

I~

while suppJies last

Save S 166!. On Salel$12Q, Regi$29 S

white supplies Iilst

\20.00

Booked by 12/31/88

(t) 8xl0 Enlargement Free with Sitting

Unique Design
1109 Forest Ave. 878-2647

Grover PhotDKraptry
14 Rosemont St., Ponlilnd 773-7116

Roommate Location

$5.00 off membership

exp.l1/31/88

Roommate LOCiItor

757 Congress 5t_, 774-9303
Frf!(> gift wrap. Pf'rsonalizro 5£'fVi("e, and 15% discount for

4 ':'..--

Winler Upholstery
Cleaning special

men'~

night buyers

15% off our low II~I pm:e
Example: S4O/Coudv'S34

5-9 pm Mon 12/19 only

Muy Kily Cosmelics 892-5581 Barbie

exp 3/1/89

Casco Cle~ning Servke 773-7510

Thursday at 6 pm. 10-20 miles. Meet at
Pat's Pizza on Route 1 in Scarborough.
After ride join the group for a pizza. For
more information, call 799-1085 .

•••

Winter Walks
Guides
Maine Audubon Society is
seeking people interested in
training to become guides with
the annual Winter Walks program, offered for groups of all
ages at the 60 acre Gilsland
Farm Sanctuary in Falmouth.
The program runs from Tuesday, January 10 through Friday, March 31. Walks are scheduled between 8:30 am and 3 pm
and are one and a half hours in
length. This is an excellent opportunity for volunteers of any
age and background to become
active in the field of environmental education, and to share
interests with others.
Training for volunteer guides
is scheduled for January 4-6,
from9:30am-12 noon each day.
The training sessions are led by
Maine Audubon staff naturalist,
Donna Vallas, and will be held
at the Gilsland Farm Sanctuary.
The sessions introduce the
natural history of the sanctuary,
hands-on teaching techniques,
and concepts of winter ecology
and adaptation.
Interested volunteers should
contact Suzanne McLeod, coordinatorof volunteers at Maine
Audubon Society, 781-2330, for
further information on becoming a Winter Walks Guide and to
registerforthetraining sessions.

•••
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ANION'S
SPECIALS

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
521 U.S. Route 1
Scarborough, ME 04074
Tel: (207) 883-9562

•
FOR
DS

The Wond.rful World of Bra•• A
program of dance, music and Christmas
tunes will be performed by a brass quintet
from the Portland Symphony Orchestra
Dec 15, 9:30 and 10:30 am and 1 pm at
the Italian Heritage Center, Portland.
Tickets are $1.50 per child. For reservations, Marianne Greenlaw at 799-5551.
Wh ...•• Animal with the Jim Henson's
Muppet Babies Dec 15-18 at the Cumber·
land County Civic Center. Performances
are: Dec 15, 7 pm; Dec 16, 10:30 am and
7 pm; Dec 17, 11 am and 3 pm; Dec 18,
1 and 4:30 pm . Tickets are $7 and $9 and
are available atTlCketron and Teletron, 1800-383-8080.

Chlld..n Book Author Phillsaac.on
will be signing copies of his book for
children on architecture "Round 'Build·
ings, Square Buildings & Buildings that
Wiggle like Fish" at the Portland Mu·
seum of Art Dec 17, 2-4 pm. Mr. Isaacson
has been described as 'the best introduc·
tory writer on architecture we have." For
more information, call 775-6148.
Sup.r Sunday Dec 18 Gorham Com·
munity Services Program for kids in grades
K-2. Activities include pilla polo, volleyball, art & crafts and music. Cost for the
two·hour session is $3. To pre-register,
call 839-8144.
The Portland YWCA, 87 Spring St., is
offering a Holly·Daze Vacation Day eamp
for kids ages 5 1/2-11 Dec 27-30,7:30
am-5:30 pm. Activities include swimming,
arts & crafts, gym play,local field trips and
a special roller skating party. Pre·regis·
tratlon is required. Contact Karen Emmons
at 874-1130. Program fee is $51 which
includes roller skating fee.
'

•••

Toys For Tots
G-98, the Salvation Army,
the U.S. Marine Corps
and the Portland Jaycees are
asking for donations
of new, unwrapped toys
to be distributed
to needy children of southern
Maine this holiday season.
Toys may be dropped off at:
True's Clothing
Main Street, Sanford
Maine Mall
S. Portland
Windham Mall
Rt. 302, Windham
Waterrest Waterbeds
Foden Road, S. Portland
0-98 Studios
583 Warren Ave, Portland

The Children's Museum
Annual Toy Drive

,,• .,

• CHICKEN PARMIGIANA

·

• FISH AND CHIPS

I

r ,.

YOUR CHOICE

Served with Spaghetti

Served with Cole Slaw

• SOUP AND 1/2 SANDWICH

·'
I

-Ham Salad - Chicken Salad - Tuna

· I.
~

·..

• VEAL PARMIGIANA

·,
··, .

• BAKED STUFFED HADDOCK

,

•

, '

~

SeNed with Spaghetti

Served with potato and vegetable

I

(
j

·r
I

• SIRLOIN STEAK

YOUR CHOICE

•

Served with potato and vegetable
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

,: r

Toys are being collected to
distribute to agencies
throughout Maine.
For information, call
797-KITE.

•••

Christmas Vacation Camp Dec 27-

•

MEN!!
Looking for the Perfect gift?
We can help!
Gift Certificates
available for
Ai ~
the Holidays

Holiday Ornam.nt Workshop Doc
15,20-22, lOam and 1 pmattheChildren's
Resource Center, 741 Stevens Ave,
Portland. Cost is $1 per child. To register,
call 797.Q525.

PORTIAND'S PRNATE SKATEBOARD RAMP

==W~~
===rFinr,I.NI~S>~~~

Board men
In the early sixties surfing
was a many-splendored thing.
Young, bronzed West Coast
kids worshipped the sun and
carved up the waves with their
gleaming surfboards.
Well, eventually the last
Frankie & Annette movie was
made and the Darwinian effect
converted many of these big
wave surfers into land surfboarders. Twenty years later
this Californian movement
gravitated to the ends of the
United States; namely Portland,
Maine.
Yes today, if you look hard
enough, you will find young
people in this town who without batting an eye can carve a
ramp, do lip tricks, perform
mute grinds, disasters,
nor' easters, and backside reverts. These maneuvers are not
part of a poodle act in a Barnum
& Bailey Circus: they are common moves for a serious skateboarder who practices.
There is one ramp in Portland whereahard core of skateboarders perform as if they
owned the place. That's because
they do.
Scott, Eric, Ben, Matt, Reid
and a few more of their excited
board friends constructed a
neighborhood. ramp, classified
as an eight-foot mini half pipe
set-up. Eric offered, '1t's really
smooth and safe with almost
no vertical. It's easy to ride and
practice on. The transition
would be altered incredibly if
we had made it four feet higher
on the ends." How did they
make it? They utilized seat-of-

the-pants blueprints, plywood,
2x4' s, carpets, steel pipes, insulation, bricks and fenceposts.
Why these young men aged
17-26 made their personal ramp
is a bigger question. Scott explained, ''We all love to skate·board. Last summer the East
End pools (below the Eastern
Prom) were closed down and
destroyed. The skateboarders
were the class of the crowd who
hung out there. Now there is
no public place to skate; no park
facilities anywhere in Portland.
Combine that sad news with
the public ordinance of no
skateboarders allowed on the
streets, and you have a very
frustrating situation. Other
states all over this country
provide a public forum for
skateboarders. We hope that
one day Portland will follow
suit."
Local motorists who have
already collided with skateboarders, or come breathtakingly close on numerous occasions, would probably be the
first to vote for a safe location
for them to perform their dedicated board work. Ben recently
finished an eight-month national tour of skateboarding
havens and speaks glowingly
of his journey. "California and
Florida were great. People there
were skating everywhere. One
of my favorite locales was
Mount Trashmore in Virginia
Beach, Virginia. There they
featured five major ramps much bigger than the small one
we made. Then there was the
unforgettable full pipe in Ari-

zona, converted from an old
irrigation ditch."
All the Portland skateboarders interviewed for this
piece appeared to be in great
physical condi tion. In between
"airs" (airborne flight over the
ramp) Eric boasted, ".This sport
is the greatest for pure aerobic
activity. You're constantly
pushing hard on one leg and
your entire body must be in
control."
Let's assume that next summer Portland sees the light and
builds a public facility for local
skateboarders. If you had the
time and the physical coordination, could you afford the
necessary investment? These
are the items to ask Santa for if
you are dreaming of skateboarding next June. (Prices are
listed, just in case Santa's reindeer get stuck on Mount
Trashmore's ramps.) Skateboard, $90-150; reinforced
krieepads, $30-50; helmet, $2550; elbow pafis $20-40; and
special gloves, $15-30.
Be kind to our skateboarders
who, as you can see, have invested no small amount of time
or money in their sport. If
they're not eliminated in traffic, they hope to get the green
light on route to a public facility. May the new year be
smoother skating for this dedicated lot. They may be illegally
on the street, but most of their
hearts are in the right place . .
Mike Quinn once deposited a fair
amount of money on a skateboard;
and a fair amount of skin on a San
Diego sidewalk.

====2JCSW[Q)II©
170 U.S. Route 1, Falmouth • 781-4502
Freshwater
Pearl Earrings
Sterling sliver $36
14K GOld $39

d. cole jewelers
The Golden Unicorn
10 Exchange St. Portland 772-5119
SUmmer hours: Mon·Sat 10-9, Sun 12-5

ThePlace~~
425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

774-2091
HOLIDAY
PARTY TIME!
Horne or Office

• PARTY PLATTERS
• 5 FT. SANDWICHES

30~ am-3 pm at Freeport High School,

Holbrook St., Freeport. Sponsored by
Freeport Community Education for children in grades K-6. ~ee is $45 for 4 days,
or $15 per day. Call FCE at 865-6171 for
registration form or information.

• WE DELIVER

PSO's Young Artist Competition

Applications are now invited for the second Young Artist Competition . Competi·
tion will take place on May 3. Rules and
applications are available from the Young
Artist Competition Chairman, Portland
Symphony Orchestra. 30 Myrtle St., Port·
land, 04101 . 773-6128. The deadline is
Feb 17.
Storie. for Kid. Portland Public library
(773-4761): Man and Wed, 10:30 am (35 year aids) and Fri, 10:30 am (2 year
oIds); Riverton Branch Library(797-2915):
Fri, 10:30 am; Scarborough Public li·
brary (883-4723): Wed, 10:30 am & 1 pm
(3-5 year aids) and Tue, 6:30 pm (5-6
year aids); Prince Memorial Library,
Cumberland (829-3180): Wed, 10:30 am
(2-3 year olds); Thu, 10:30 am (3-5 year
aids).
Flicks for kids at the Portland Public
Library in Monument Sq. For children of
all ages every Saturday at 10:30 am and
Tuesday at 1:30 pm. Free. Formoreinfor·
mation, call 773-4761.
Flng.r Fun for Babl •• Wed at 9:30 am
althe Portland Public Library (773-4761).

•
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Hands Off
Problems

SPELLING

A

.1.uuG.t

AfARI

MS· DOS

...........

Salas and Service Specialists

207-854-1155 (voice)

=

I

207-854-2687 (B . B.S.)

B's

This week's puzzle is a simple cryptogram.
Each of the different B's stands for a different
letter of the alphabet.
C if u can d-cipher these people, places and
things containing the letter "b."

(.-;:::;;-

•
S~ •• IOI
ALL t..u.JQR CO .... PIJTU$

99-8 Larrabee Place
Westbrook. ME 04092

I

.. ·. A
Star
Spangled,
Stand-Up
And Cheer
Crowd
Pleaser

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? .
If so, there could be a $20 gift certificate for
Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or tickets
for two on Longfellow Cruise Lines (second
prize). Winners will be selected from among
the correct entries by a random drawing.
Contestants are ineligible to win more than
one prize in a four-week span, and only one
entry is allowed per contestant.
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle must
be received by noon Wednesday, December
21. The solution to this week's Real Puzzle will
appear in the December 29 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. Send your best guess to:

~--------~~-------------

B-BBAB ~13~BI3I3
3)

The Real Puzzle 129
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

4)

B~ABUBBU

5) ___________________

BB~lliBAIID

6) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

BBIIDBB

7) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BBIIDBBUBI3U
8)

B~ABBU BrnlBB
~-----------------------fO) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
III

HOME VIDEO

1988 United Feature Syndicate.

SoLUTION TO REAL PUZZLE #27
1111 S.rt,. (Qu_sln..ss/N ... _al
.1 L.. wls (Back RoadlM.ln S1 ... t)
81 SpI.. Ib...,. IGumolJ.w.)
12) Allman (Nibbl •• G...../Eat. "".ch)
15) Godard (Winded/B ...thl.ss)
9) Luca. (lnt.rpl .... t.ry TltfolSt•• W.rs)
51 Mill•• ITroplc 01 H.rp.slTroplc 01 C.nc ••)
13) The Light Nap/The Bill Sleep)
211) V..... ($ey••• 1F••t Unde.W.t••/20,OOO L••gu •• Und •• The Seal
221 Trullaut (Wound _ Qult.r1.t/Shoot _ PI.no Play ••)
30) O'Tool. IL ••ry 01 Kuw.ltJL.w..nc. 01 Arablal
26) F.rt>... (Mldg.. WI.nt)
24) Michelangelo IDav./D.yld)
, 2) Edw.rd. (11/10)
20) K••I011 IUgly Guy'. GlrllriendIB.lcle 01 F.ank....t ..ln)
27) Updike IBunny Jog/R.bblt Run)
10) Archle.INut •• Sw•• t, Nut ••Sw••t/Sugar, Suga.)
281 Joyc. IMurphya SlckbedIFlnnagan. W.ke)
25) L.on.rdo I The ",,"ultlm.t. T.II/Th. La.t Suppe.)
18) Cepot. IBrunch .t S-........kl_t.t TIII.ny'.)
3) Duke IColncldence MakerlThe MI..cle Wo.k••)
16) St.lnbeck (About Qert>U••nd GuyalOl Mlc• •nd M..n)
i.) a_tty (F.llow T..yeleraJAed.)
11) ayrd. IThree F•• t Up/Eight MiI_ High)
i) Coppol. (The Chat/The COny.... tlonl
7) D.MIIi. (Th. Nine SuggestlonolThe T_ Commandm.nt.)
21) Stallon.IH.A.N.DJF.I.s.T.)
17) F.lllni 18/8 1/2)
6) Hitchcock ICaIl Directory A.... tanc./DI.I M 10. Murder)
23) Dicken. IMod_t Asplr.tionolG ...t Expect.tlons)

PORTLAND'S LARGEST SELECTION

F,,~VIOO5PoRr~w
Membership

~~f~i~~~eb~t

Por\lard. Maine

_1iL.

I JotI'l.-,.,JI, CJV..-~lltOtzJ,.. ·
VJ ll'1 ;:>v-

Rates
07f')e
73n_71gdagYgS

Isbell
..

First prize goes to Steve Spitz of Portland and second
prize goes to Suzanne Murphy, also of Portland.

Italic.

ernie pook's cgmd~!~

1he Po lEillies . . En....
With 34 styles and the ability to condense, expand,
or slant (left ar rightj' your typese,tting con
take on a who e new meaning.
That's why PrintMedia is your source for
endless possibilities in typesetting!

IK,~Tf{E~
....

....

,'"

K.

TH EN HIE SOVND OF HIM IN THE KIWIE N
TI-IE 9Ac.K DOOR OPENING, T~E S'F-EEN '
DOOR., TIlE KEYS DROPPIN'1 IN THE" DRIVE

WAY, J1'.E GAR DOoP-,ANPiI\EN, You

(OUl,.O JUST BARI:t."j "EAR. II, TtlE SOUND
OF T'r\E MUSIC. ONnlE RADIO . .."..........,.

AncI Camera ServIces
Line shots, reverse line shots and halftones (133, 100,85
or 65 line) are immediately available to you at
PrintMedia. 40 Elm Street, Portland, ME 04101.
Telephone 7J3.UJ62, FM 773-0219.

PRlNI'MEDIA

LUMBER
SHOP
New shipment of unfinished furniture has arrived - ,
check out our selection and as always
LOW -LOW PRICES!
CHESTS, HUTCHES, ENTERTAlNMENT CENTERS, DESKS, BOOKCASES
& STOOLS. PLUS: CHRlSTMAS CRAFTS & DECORATIONS

All AI "The Shop That's Different"

26 Bridgton Rd. (Rt. 302), Westbrook
Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30, Sat 9-4, Sun 1-5

797- 9081

Alan
Green

~BBUB AIID~B

.;{ TOUCHSTONE
..

by

f) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-Sneak Previews
Michael Medved

.--"

1988

PRAYER:D0tff LET MoM WAKE~.
1HE WINOCNI I LOOl«O AT HIM IN THE GReEN
VNDER-WATE R. LIGI-n OF THe ()ASI\ 60ARq
MOVING HIS LIPS To nu, MUSIC. AND
SMoKING A. PEN LI KE A CIGAI<EITE.
THEN HE PULI.ED OVT THE LIGHTER AND
STARiEO MAKINCl BIG GLOWING ORANC;E
W~ TI\AT fLOATED
TI1 E" AIR..

He STARTED ACTING LIKE fi E
Dit _
VING AND IT SUDDENL':j MADE Io1e FEE~

So LONELy At-IO, DON'T EVEN KNOW WH'(.

I L.EANED MY !-lEAD AGAINST THE ICE'
COlD GLASS AND WATC.I-\ED HIM fOR
ABoVT A "'I"LION ~EARS lJNTIL I NOTiceD 8RIGHT LIGHT AND THE SHAPe
OF My MO-rnER5 FEET AND HeR VOIC,£

SAYIN(, \' FoR THe Love OF GoD Wl-\~
ARE you SLEEPIN{, ON 11{€ ImU\EN

lJIEllf THEY ARE IN E)Dnt;
CANcUH, ANP AL1 r~ l2EAU.Y
• I
WANTS" IS WAr PWCJOUS ~

CALL NOW AND THEy'LL SHOW THE BISEXUAL APES AGAIN, ..

PBS: Highbro"W" cal-nage
The great thing about public that was singing sweetly in the
television is that every three trees. The bird goes into the
hours or so you get to see ze- dinner pot with the wild boar,
bras fucking. This usually but it isn't enough to feed the
happensrightafterafrightened family, so the most proficient
wildebeestis mauled by a pack hunter-a 60-year-old man who
of wild hyenas who first immo- looks 14 - takes a bow and arbilized the poor thing by clev- rowandgoesbackoutinsearch
erly chewing on its lips, and ofthe main course - a 20- or 30right before a monsoon sweeps pound monkey. For three hours
in to save the last few remain- he shoots poison-tipped darts
inganimals on earth from dying at the same ill-fated primate,
of thirst.
which finally falls ten stories to
Every day on PBS it's the its death. (If it's pledge week
samething:adozenhappylions we may get to hear the
stretch out on the flood plane monkey's screams and the
with their heads buried in the happy warrior's clicking simulintestines of an unlucky gazelle; cast in stereo over public rawhile its frantic mother tries dio.)Then the hunter drags the
unsuccessfully to act as decoy, monkey back to the village and
a six-week-old dik-dik is run throws it directly on the fire to
down in super-slow motion for - cook. Dinner is followed by
45 minutes by a cheetah mov- heavy rains that resemble
ing 290 miles an hour; a family monsoons, and as the frightof very ugly rodents is de- ened tribe huddles in its straw
voured by an even uglier wart hut and the anthropologist
hog that has cleverly disguised records their reactions, Richitself as a tree stump. All this is ard Kiley warns us about the
followed by Richard Kiley of- possible destruction of the rain
fering a dispassionate dis- forest. Unfortunately, there are
claimer about survival of the no zebras in these jungles.
fittest, and, if it's pledge week,
This monkey-meat feast is a
we're treated to rare footage of perfect lead-in to Julia Child,
something like bisexual ba- the Frugal Gourmet, or one of
boons or an elephant giving the many other cooking shows
birth. Then the sky grows dark, n public television. The new
a water buffalo is pursued by a trend here is toward regional
mob of yelping hyenas, and just fare, which means we getto see
as the unfortunate critter has overhead views of master chefs
its lips chewed off and the doing things like skinning a
monsoons return, we get to see possum or soaking unfamiliar
a male zebra successfully vegetables in pork fat. No one
mount a female.
on these shows ever cooks with
Thesecompellingflood-plain regular chopped meat; it's
documentaries are often fol- always sika deer or antelope
lowed by exciting footage of liver, which I've found are
naked rain forest dwellers who always in abundant supply at
communicatebymakingfunny my neighborhood grocery.
clicking sounds. The formula After the chef has trimmed and
for these shows never varies: sauteed the meat, he runs
first we're introduced to an through the list of other ingreAmerican anthropologist, who dients just fast enough so that
is shown filling his notebook the only way to actually prewith tales about his life among pare these gourmet delights is
the villagers; then we get to to buy his companion cookfollow the tribal elders into the book, which is conveniently
jungle and watch as they re- advertised on noncommercial
peatedly drive a small machete public television at show's end.
through the neckofa wild boar.
Now it's time to move into
Back at the village a young boy the most invigorating part of
makes many clicking sounds, the daily schedule-the cornerwhich the anthropologist trans- stone of PBS: cultural programlates as: "Dad, can I borrow the mingo There is, of course, the
blow gun?" The boy takes his unending flow ofBritish series,
best friend out into the woods but public television's dedic!,!where they nail an exotic bird tionto our enrichment is proba-

bly best typified by the locally
produced shows that feature
panelists who look and act like
extras from "Night of the Living Dead." Week after week
the panelists sit around using
expressions like "light and
frothy" to describe local dance
or theater performances. Like
all shows on noncommercial
public television, this one has a
long list of sponsors who get to
air a 10-second commercial.
These "underwriting credits"
always use catchy slogans to
inform the public of the
sponsor's commitment to quality programming: "Tony's
Carpet Warehouse: dedicated
to enhancing man's environment, seeking world peace,
promoting global understanding, and putting shaggy things
in your living room."
Finally,it's time for the fundraising portion of the day's
schedule. This means that for
two hours a few local celebrities will try to convince us that
we should pay to support the
kind of unique cultural programming that only public tele'vision offers. Despite the cajoling, pleading, and attempted
bribery with chintzy premiums, the calls barely trickle in,
although the volunteers in the
background pick up their
phones and pretend they're
actually taking pledges. Then,
with 15 minutes left to scrounge
up some cash, they play their
trump card with an irresistible
voiceover: "Hi, I'm Richard
Kiley, and coming up next I'll
take you on a fascinating journey to the flood plains, where
we'll witness dose-up the
struggle of the animals to brave
the elements and propagate the
species."
Tha t' s all it takes. By the time
the wild dogs have taken a bite
out of the hartebeest's lips and
the storm douds have begun
forming in the west, the matching grant has long been met.
And somewhere out in the
wilds, a couple of anxious zebras are preparing once again
to enrich our television viewing experience.
Alan Green is editor of AlterNet, a
parrellel universe to which the editor of
this paper occasionally travels aboard
his Tardis.
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BUY • SELL • TRADE

Wise

Trading
Co. Inc.

Ol

498 Congress Street, Portland~

~

772-3932

Come, in and check out our holiday speCIals
Diamonds • Gold • Silver • Watches
Rings • Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath. 185 Water Street, Augusta

HWe

buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

and

Menu
Magazine

PRESENT

Greater Portland's First

Vote for the person
who you think exemplifies
the best qualities
of bartending

Balloting ends Dec. 23
~--------------------------Name ___________________________________

BarlRestaurants __________________________
Why? ________________________________

Send your entry to:

Bartender of the Year Award
P.O, Box 15176
Portland, ME 04101

----------------------------

-

)

December 15, 1988

Casco Bay Weekly Classifieds are the marketplace that
well over 16,000 active readers tum to first whenever
they're in the market for goods or services... even real
estate, roommates, and relationships. To place your ad,
sImply fIll out the convenient ·do-it-yourself· form
appearing on this page, then mail or deliver it along with
payment to Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark Street,
Portland, Maine 04102. If you have questions please
call 775-660 1.
'

CLASSIFIED POLICY
Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept
cash, personal checks , money orders, VISA and
MASTERCARD. Consult the RATES in the AD FORM
below to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items
are listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for all
types of classified advertising is Monday at 3:00 pm for
the follOWing Thursday's edition. Ads received after the
deadline will be run starting with the next issue. CBW
will not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual services
for money or goods, or ads with purely sexual content.
CBWwili not print full names, street addresses or phone
numbers in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST either provide
a Post Office Box number in their ad our use the CBW
BOX SERVICE (rate information in AD FORM). All information pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco Bay
Weekly reserves the right to categorize, refuse or edit
ads due to inappropriate content, etc. CBW shall not be
liable for errors of omissions in, or a failure to insert, any
advertisement for which it may be responsible, beyond
actual space occupied by the ad in which error omission or failure to insert occurred. Classified ads 'are not
refundable.

'(.]liM jl 'Ii) ~f)ifj .rM;1 rn
TAMARLANE NORTH
DEERING
Come home·to
the warm inviting atmosphere
of a neighborhood style
community in a luxury
townhouse or cape. Plenty
of parking,snow removal and
wid
hookups.(Clubhouse,exerci
se room,pool & tennis courts
also included.) 2 BR start at
$630 month. located on
Canco Rd. accessible from
Washington Ave. Model #37
open 12-2 Tues. Wed. Thurs,
Sun. 11-1 . Call 774--8664

PEAKS ISLAND
Quality, energy efficient.
Available now-June. Call
772-£992

or rent + ouses
REASONABLE PRICES
Peaks Island. Quality, energy efficient homes
available now - June. Call
Mulkerin Associates, 7726992

HEADING SOUTH? Let
Casco Bay Wee/W help you
find the perfect winter tenant
for your home. Call 7726672 to place your ad.

MUNJOY HILL large 1
bdrm . Sunny, hardwood
87 FOREST AVE
floors , water views. All RESPONSI BLE MIF LR, DR,kitchen, 2BR, 1 112
utilities included $500 . .per sought to share house on Bath . Just renovated.$750.
month and security deposit. Peaks Island. Avail. Jan. 1 +utilities. 761-2114
839--3331 Available anytime
to May 31. Microwave. $183.
mo plus 1/3 utilities $183. AVOID ·Sunday Classified
NI"Y 2 bedroom. Clean deposit Call 766-4415 or
Clutter·. Call the CBW Clasand lit. Efficient and fun . 761 -5620. (leave message)
sified HOHine: 775-6601 .
Ready Jan. 1 . First month
1/2 price with year lease.
Winter
ban
parking,
locatable location 761-2087

BAYWOOD - YARMOUTH
Relax in one of our attractively designed townhouses BACK COVE ESTATES
surrounded by natural Baxter Blvd - Rest at the end
Wilderness while we take of a busy day in a lUXUry
care of your maintenance townhouse leaving the
needs and snow re - maintenance to our staff
moval.Rents are $625 for 2 while you enjoy living in one
bedrooms. The complex is of Portlands premier 10located on Pleasant st. off cations .2BR start at $635
Rt. 88, Private showings month. Private showings
available. Open Sunday 2-4 available. enter complex
from Ocean Ave. Open
Call 846-5171
SUN 12-2. Call 774-8842.

ome services

ASBESTOS REMOVAL
Locally based concem combines safe, prompt service
with the lowest rates in town.
Free estimates in the Portland afea. Call 767-0873

entertainment
CALLING ALL
Owners of answering machines , Make a great impression with a comical
message recorded on your
own machine by a professional voice impressionist.
Customized to include your
name or company, Choose
from over 60 celebrity voices
of legends from movies,TV,
or politics. A great gift idea.
Have voice-Will travel. Call
today, 774-3707

MUSIC FOR
your
Christmas party. Have piano
will travel. Steve 773-6990
Ivmsg
MUSICIANS Need a band
member? Need a band? Use
the GIGS classifieds in
CBW. We are ready to
become your new ·band-aid.·

biz services
boats
body & soul
business opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
nea markets
gigs
home services
leaming
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments, etc

FOR INFORMATION
PLEASE CALL 443-5045

REAL ESTATE INDEX

775-6301
Charles Melcher

for rent. apartments
for rent. houses
for rent. office
for rent. retail
for rent. vacation
for sale. commercial
for sale. residential

Dearhunler,

Up 10 30 words
31-45 words
46-60 words
Each Add 'i word
CBW Box Service

(All Charges are Per Week)
Individual
Business
$ 5.00
$ 7.00
$ 7.00
$ 9.00
$ 9,00
$11.00
$ .15
$ .21
$ 3.00
$ 5.00

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED IBORDERED AD) RATES
1:ALL CHRIS SIMS AT CBW: 775-6601
Please read Ihe CBW Classified Policy before completing this form.
Wnle legIbly or type, and use additional paper ~ necessary.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
:

I
I

I
I
I

PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ TOTAL WORDS: _ _ _
BASIC RATE (from above)
+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT _ _ ¢ EACH
CBW BOX SERVICE (oplional)
SUBTOTAL

+
+

NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

IN~~~~~

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

We need lhe following information to prinl your ad. It will be held in stricl confidence.
NAME___________________
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
CITY - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ ZIP___
DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
PAYMENT METHOD _ Check _ Money Order _
Credit Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

MaslerCard _ Visa
Exp. Dale _ _ _ _

SIgnature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

:

easy going non yups seek
MtF to share large lovely Vic-

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT _
207/775-6601
187 CLARK STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE 04102

I

LANDLORDS:
Do you
relish sifting through 60
pages of Sunday classifieds
when you',e looking for

roomma es
IF YOU'RE an .especially
mce ~erson .Iooklng for an
espeCIally nIce place, call
761-{)780 for Diane or Ron .
CAPE ELIZABETH Two
teachers seek M or F for
three bedroom house. Land
to ski. Fireplace to warm .
$330 PIM includes utilities.
Ph. 799-4551

I

I CASCC> B A V " " E E K L ' V I

I

INDIA STREET
One and two room .office
space . Restored bUIldIng .
Reasonable .
Includes
uti Is. 799-0638

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
x

for rent + office

TWO

RESPONSIBLE

ROOMMATE WANTED
MI F sunny, spacious ,
Woodford's Corner apt with
washer, outdoor p~rch,
$150. mo + utilities. Health
conscious, non-smoker preferred. Definitely worth
checking out. 871-7028
HOUSEMATE WANTED.
Large N. Deering Portland
home .
Non-smoking,
straight, professionals only.
Must enjoy pets and 1 child.
$300 and share utilities 7978958

torian home near Deering
H.S. WI D, oft street parking,
cable TV $4ooP/M includes
all. Call 775-1658
M/F
ROOMMATE
wanted. Non-smOking semiSINGLE PARENT with vegetarian
preferred.
child looking for same to $250/mo includes heat, hIw
share large chemical free and washerldryer, C.C ski
home , Peaks Island. outdoor, Paul 688-4114
Wonderful environment for
young children. $265 mo. ROOMMATE NEEDED,
plus halt utilities. Call Ginny chem free, non-smOking to
766-5572
share sunny 9 room 3
bedroom West End apt. With
NEED A place to roost for wood stove, sun room,
three months? Female seeks storage and off street
same to share Munjoy Hill parking. $217.00 + utilities.
house beginning Jan 1 $250 Call 772-4383.
plus 1/2 utilities. Call 7741130
PROFESSIONAL MALE
seeking 2 roommates, MtF to
MALE HAS 2 bedroom share 4BR house in Willard
apt. , So. Windham area, heat Beach area of South Portand all utilities inc I. $300 mo. land, WI D, Dishwasher, Mi, completely furnished. 892- crowave, $250 + 1/3 utils.
7122
883-{)35O

CLASSIFIED
CHARGE

+SY+
PHONE
772.6672

cook: dinner for you..
Happy Birthday Suil!

from the_30's to the 80's

207/773-2898
207/775-0654

(t2-17)
74 TOYOTA Corolla 2 84 VOLVO DL Wagon AC door. Needs starter. $100 PS-4spd-OD-$7,000.
799-0638 '
call 774-4133 eve. & wknds .

1983 TOYOTA PICKUP

1985 SUBURU CL sedan.
Loaded! Was a ·Iease car·
glass cap and Heavy tow very clean - 4 dr - 5 spd bumper, 106K miles but in sunrOOf, power everything,
good condition . Below Book 80 watt stereo! New Tires ,
$1400 OBO. Call 846-0723 58,000 mi , $5,500. or BO.
for Brian .
773-720t
SECOND
CAR
not
69 FORD FALCON fix it
needed.
Inspected
1980
up or use it for parts.Needs Pontiac PhoeniX, sunroof,
one left spring, otherwise
ps, pb, 6 cyl , auto. Good
completely driveable.Exc. shape. Asking $1 ,100. Call
200 6-cyl engine, new
761-9587 before 3 pm.
,.starter, new clutch, strong
4
GOOD WHEELS, 155,
battery, much more. $250
OBO. also 4 good wheels for 165-13 mounted with good
tires (from VW Rabbit), $25
Rabbit. $25 each. 775-0343
each, buy 3, get 4th free.
775-{)343.
3/4 ton with Glassti te Fiber-

•
•
•
•

Finest Quality
Handcrafted
All Natural Fibers
Most Affordable

775-1384

bod & soul
MASSAGE THERAPY
reduces stress and improves
health. Massage therapy is
available at Bayside styling,
47 India st. Portland Me.
772-8690. Elizabeth London
IS a graduate of the Portland,
School of Massage Therapy
and a member of the
Am erican Massage therapy
As sn.

LIFE READINGS
Channeling and traditional
therapy for empowerment for
people in transition . Barbara
Bartley, M.A, Certified Reiki
Practitioner. Center For New
Age Studies, Thompsons
Point Portland. 775- 71 35
Mondays by appt.

biZ services

I

Lobster is red,
Linguine in Shrimp Sauce is, lao.
Someday you ' ll let me

GREAT DANCE MUSIC

TAROT CARD Readings , WEEKLY MEDITATION
KarmiC Horoscopes, In ottlce G
T
d AM 7'15
b
IF
' t
troup. ues ay
, .or y mal . or appoln men 7'45 C 112071799-1024.
or more Inlormatlon call Jan . . a
Moody at 1-725-8226

I
I
I
I

regular income
from Ihe subjecl(s)
of your Classified Ad(s) ,
please use the business rale ,
And thank you for choosinQ
Casco Bay Weeklyl

GIVE A GIFT Of music
lessons with a 10 week intra
course, Piano, Guitar, Bass
Guitar, Accordion, Violin,
Drums, and Recorders. Call
Sandy, 772-5636 or Jean
767-3542.

NO PRO·UNIVERSITY
industrialists know university
piece's
author. Recent
media hype contrary to this
fact may be considered
untrue and hurtful to such
individuals (anti-business).

Unda Pervier
Portland
Michael Hughes Portland

- ----1
If you derive

DRAWIJIIG: A Way of Seeing . Classes beginning January 89, 10 weeks: Monday
& Wednesday evenings and
Friday mornings. Call 7995728 or write : K. Boldt, 19
Birch Knolls, Cape Elizbeth,
Maine 04107.

[il111'I'fn~1

Finish Carpenter/
DeSigner

Small Area Specialist
15 Years Experience

AVON $$$$
EMPLOYERS There;s a
Would you like to earn extra less espensive alternative.
money with AVON , sell to Advertise your openings in
friends family , co-workers? Casco Bay Weekly. The
Free training. Make your own response you get may
hours . Phyllis 871 -9268 surprise youl
please leave a message.
.--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-,

HANSON
TREE
SERVICE
Take downs, Pruning, General Tree Care, Climber. Tom
Hanson 892-4321

TAKE ADVANTAGE!
HOUS£CLEANING
Our classifieds reach well
Reliable student available for over 16,000 active readers
residential cleaning . Call every week!
Peter at 761-1734.
LANDLORDS: List your
rentals with CBW. Phone
775-6601 . List 3, get 1 free I

Wall Un~s • Built-In
Storage Cabinels •
Closeis • Dark Rooms
• Living Spaces

em 10 ment

HOLDING AUDITIONS?
A classified in CBW will
attract the talent you seek.

CLASSIFIED INDEX
notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stutt for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sales

3 1 -'

--------------------------------------------~--~--

INTERIOR PAINTING
professional work at reason- YOU NEED IT. A want-ad
able competitive rates. call In Casco Bay Weekly can
772-7934 for free esbmates. help you find it. 775-6601 .

A&W BOOKKEEPING
General Bookkeeping Services
Payroll Reports • Tax Services
Notary PublIc • Quarterly Reports
Personal Tax Returns

Registered Massage Therapist

Is Pleased To-Announce- His

2nd Annual
December Special
For Each Massage Purchased During
December, Receive A FREE Gift Certificate
For Another Massage of Equal Length,

Special: 1988 1040a $15.00

Please Call 761-3931 For An Appointment
10 Exchange Street Portland

775-1080

Member Amencan Massage Therapy Association
and AMTA National Sports Maasage Team

~w'::::::::-?::m*-r.~·::::··~;:"~~~:>~·::::::::~~~mw:..w.«;w'»~:::&~...~f;:::;~~~:0,'S

notices
MARTIN'S MUSIC MART
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
GUITARS TV'S DRUMS
WOODSTOVES
AMPLIFIERS GLASS
TROMBONES ANTIQUES
MUCH MORE
EVERYTHING MUST GO
MAKE AN OFFER!!!

545 CONGRESS St
(ACROSS FROM J.J. NEWBERRY'S)

CHRISTMAS .JEWELRY
sale :Tupperware is old news!
Have an in home jewelry
party; Christmas shopping
comes to you and your
friends ! Call Mindy at 7728667 before 4 or 871 -0665
eves. Wed -Sat.
LIFE DRAWING Classes
With Greg Parker. Tues . eve.
6-9 PM or Sat , AM 9 :3012:30 . Located at my studio
at 315 Cumberland Ave .
Portland. Small classes open
to students at various
levels , 8 weeks-$100 .
Beginning Jan. 17 or Jan.
21 . Send $25 deposit to
address above to register or
call 774-0751 for further info.
OVER THE HILL It is that
time of the year again for the
OVER THE HILLGANG
MOTORCYCLE CLUB and
the GRIFFIN CLUB to hold
their annual Sweetser Home
For Children Toy Run. Kidls G18, Lets give them a happy
Christmas . All gifts can be
delivered to 545 Congress
Sf. or The Griffin Club ,
South Portland.
Thank You
AI Martin & Eckie Griffin

THE UNIVERSITY system is biased collectively
against capitalists and th e
free enterprise system - regardless of their seminar efforts for image. Such bias ,
armed with political propaganda like this, is not just
local, but natIonal and internationa l
In
scope .
Academia's public policy
machine is for one-world
government Dissenters are
being suppressed now all
over the US. IRS, th e Postal
Service + USM are not the
answer. Neither is anarchy .
Interested
in
facts?
Research it for yourself, +
not just at USM.
WHISTLES The Rape Crisis Center has whistles
available for $3, Great for
key chains - also come with
breakaway neck chain. Proceeds benefit the RCC 24hour hotline for victims of
sexual assault. Call 7743613 for more information.
A NO.PAIN, all-gain, allaround good deal is what you
get with a Casco Bay Wee/W
classified. It's simple, cheap
and effective. What else
needs be said?

FLY to N.J. for Christmas!
One-way plane ticket to
Newark, N.J. on 12125/68 at
8:53 AM. $75 or best offer.
Call Jett at 883-2634 .

",'E); \
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PERFORMING
ARTISTS or groups for
small dinner theater on
weekends. The Thomas Inn,
Rt. 302, S. Casco, 655-3292

l1rnil,·] ..t'~
EPSON EQUITY I IBM
compatible, 2 internal disc
drives ,
256K ,
mono
keyboard, Amdek amber
monitor. Brother 15XL letter
quality printer wi tractor
feed. Word Perfect. All 1i1\leROLEX DATEJUST Get used. $1100 or best offer.
yourself a wonderful holiday Call
Gary
775-6601
gift I have a really nice evenings,
stainless steel and gold
olex, fully re-conditioned. NOTICE. Holiday AdvenWork hrs, call 774-3369 after tures with Goodwoods
6, 799-7155
wreaths. Fresh and full, Plain
or Decorated, from $9 .75.
MOBILE HOME, 1973, Sundays at the EXPO or call
15'x55', 2 bdrm, appliances, for special orders. 879-0149
excellent condition , must or 772-1483
move. $2950. Lv message
775-3357

PEASE ·Cabinet brand·
upright piano, full sound, new
bass strings and bridge ;
ivory keys. Needs one new
string . Asking $650.00 7722442 10 am to 4 pm

GREAT CHRISTMAS
GIFT O'Brien windsurfer,
complete package with wetsuit good for beginner. Used
only 3 times. $400 . for all.
883-8454

SWF 44 5'6· Enjoys dining
out in quiet place. Seeks
non drinking man. CBW Box
165
PROFESSIONAL GWM
5'11·, 28, Eye catcher seeks
attractive proffessional
guys, age 25-35 for quiet
moments and out of the ordinary adventures. Enjoy most
types of music, contemporary art, unique food and intense workouts. Would like
to meet closet or non bar
type guys to develop strong
friendships and possibly who
knows? Back to nature
types need not apply. CBW
Box 160
SWM 32 Attractive, tall,
romantic,non-professional,
interests:Dining out, sports,
places of interest, the VCR
Interested in meeting SWF
25-32 for possible long-term
relationship.
Photos
exchanged. CBW Box 158.
DWF Attractive, honest, intellectual, affectIonate ,
spiritual person . Nature
lover.
Enjoys music,
dancing, movies, camping ,
fishing , bowling, eating out,
hockey games, country
drives, beach walks, card
games, flowers, pets and
children. PO Box 671, Westbrook, ME 04092
SWM 31 Likes movies ,
walks in ditterent parks and
life itself. Looking for permanent relationship (possibly)
with right woman. Send photo
for fast reply, but not necessary. PO BOX 15011,
Portland ME 04101
SWM 30 5'6· , 145 Ibs.
sincere, honest, attractive ,
caring , cultured , com passionate, college educated, professional, have a
sense of humor, traditional
values and travelled the
world. Enjoy the outdoors,
skiing , sailing , camping,
hiking , photography, travel ,
all types of music, animals
and much more. Would like
to met a SWF . 23-33 with
similar traits for a friendship
filled with laughter, good
communication , warmth. and
possibly romance . CBW
Box 161
EXCEPTIONAL SWM 32

MAINELY
FRIENDS

AIRLINE TICKETS
Portland to Cleveland 12121
Cleveland to Portland1l1
Orig . $300 will sacrifice $125 I
Call Elaine 87HI964
~

... A very affordable
match making service
for people of alilifestyles. We offer low
prices and high quality
service. For more info.
call, or write to p.a,a.
251, Augusta, ME 04330.

626 0195
'====-===:::J

wanting to expand circle of
friends seeks exceptional .
female with good instincts. I
am an attractive green eyed,
dark blonde professional.
5'11· 160 Ibs. Honesty,
--sensitivity and passion are
my strong points. What are
yours? Please respond to
CBW Box 168
GWM 33 good-looking,
intelligent and sincere.
Looking for friendships in the
Brunswick to Portland area.
I,m in the Navy and need gay
companionship. You should
be 20-40 years old . CBW
Box 167.
GAY MALE 49 would like to
meet gay male for tender
loving relationship in the
Portland area. Send phone
number to CBW Box 169
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ava il. ble'I;
Ri m e's [)ookstore
Portland

_.For Singles! Free Information Kill
1·7 pm Weekdays

UNIQUELY attractive SWF
30, seeks romantic, com passionate, good looking
guy age 25-35 , for winter
frolics, long walks , quiet dinners and much more. CBW
Box 159

/

Brun!wick

The Forum for Progress Presents

THE BEST OF THE HOOT
A Christmas Benefit For The Friendship House Shelter
Thursday, December 22 • Friday, December 23
at GENO'S PUB, 13 Brown Street, Portland

ARE YOU a SWF, between
23-33? Are you sensitive,
enthusiastic, romantic,
honest,
a
good
communicator, college
educated, enjoy a good
laugh now and then , yet
have the depth to explore the
meaningful things in life? Do
you enjoy the outdoor,
camping , hiking, skiing ,
sailing, travel, exploring new
things, and living life to its
fullest? Instead of remaining
two--ships in the night, lets finally meet I'm a SWM 30, 5'
6· , 145 Ibs, attractive ,
sincere, honest, caring, cuftured, compassionate, Civil
Engineer. I went to the
University of Vermont and
new to the area. I've
travelled the entire globe, k,. '
grew up in Vermont,
experienced life in Boston,
New York City and prefer
here most of all. If you're
also interested in a
friendship filled with
laughter, good conversation ,
warmth, and possibly romance CBW Box 161.

-

SWM 31 nonprofessional
office worker, non-smoker,
non-party type , intelligent,
decent looking , healthy exmarine looking for answers in
life, seeks non-smoking ,
attractive , educated, fit ,
occasionally
urbane,
occasional
zany,
perspicacious SWF, 25 to
35, who breaks for rainbows,
to share leisure time
activities. I like movies,
tennis, backgammon, cats,
pizza, some culture, some
frivolities, Ciudad de Los
Angeles.
No leftists,
rightists, druggies, dipsos,
new agers. CBW Box 170.

-

GWM 24 , looking for
roommate . Prefer non- __
smokeL to share 2 bdrm ~
apartment with fourth floor
view of Casco Bay . All
utilities included $220 mo , +
asking $100. Security .
Presently using kerosene
space heater to minimize
heating costs, Also have 2
cats? CBW Box 171
ORIENTAL MALE 27 Tall
good-looking. 140, 5'9·, br
eyes, blk hair, lovely, loving,
caring . I'm self employed.
Very gentle and nice
personality. I'd like to meet a
compatible young lady. I'm
willing to accept a divorced f.
with children or single for a
long lasting relationship .
Please write. Send photo
with letter to PO Box 10323,
Portland, ME 04104.

----------------, \
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ATIENTION
SENIOR
CITIZENS
If you are 55 or over,
able to work and meet
the fmancial guidelines
of the Senior Community Service Program, we
have job opeings.
Come to the SCSEP
Office, Congress
Building, 142 High
Street, Suite 416,
Porltand between
8:30 am and 1:00 pm
where the job
developer will take
your application.

JUNGLE TIGER new to
area. Seeks wild lady tigress
who's into leather and lace,
fur coats and tight jeans ,
likes Moody Blues, Rush ,
Heart, and likes to dance
This special lady enjoys
sensuous back rubs and
cuddling in front of the
fireplace as well as outdoor
activities. She should be an
active person like me and
willing to try new activities.
Physical appearance is
important but second to
personality. I· m 37, 5' 11·
175 Ibs with my head
screwed on straight and no
hang-ups. I'm just tired of the
bar scene. All letters answered. Tiger PO Box 44,
Gorham, Me. 04038

I

I
I
\

With winter almost upon us, our thoughts
are turning to trips to the ski slopes,
candlelight dinners, nights In front of the
fireplace - you know - the kinds of things
that are more fun when you're not alone.
If you've already got your partner for the
season lined uP. great. But If you're one
of the people out there who are presently
unattached . we'd like you to try something
different this week: a CBW Person to Person
ad. Irll Introduce you to well over 16,000
CBW readers, more than a few of which are
Single, and all of which are well read I

I

I
I
I

I
I
I
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PAY FOR TWO WEEKS· GET YOUR
THIRD WEEK FREE!
Please use the ad form on page 22. and
enclose this coupon to receive a free week.

.......

_---------------
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tmas, give apresent
that ~. last far into the future.
If you've been thinking about buying a computer for yourself, your business or your family, now is the time and Harper Computers is
the place. Because if you
•
make your purchase with
AppIe~:- -I
the Apple
Credit Card, you
\~j'r 12.J-r~0
~~lr
~,;aJ 'Ii" ","
can lAJ\.e your system
home today, with no payments and no finance charges*
billed until February '89.

l.-_--

The Apple'" lIe Plus.
The compact IIc Plus makes learning
easy. It can help your child learn to read
and write, become a math whiz, or find
Morocco on the map. And it will allow
you to prepare tax returns, complete a
family budget, do all your correspondence, even paint and draw. With all
this versatility, its no wonder the IIc
Plus is the perfect solution for firsttime buyers who want an affordable, easyto-use computer.

The Apple IIGS.
If you're looking for even more capabilities, the

Apple JIGS may be one of
the1llDst remarkable personal computers you've
ever seen ... or heard. It
features highly
sophisticated
graphics that
allow the artist
in you to draw,
paint and design
in more than 4,000 brilliant colors! And the
IIGS can recreate up to 15 different sounds

,
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simultaneously, so making music is easy. This
top-of-the-line Apple II
makes learning more fun
for everyone in your family.

The Macintosh®Plus.
Forget three ring
binders. The Mac
Plus can organize
it all for your home or home office. Its highpowered capabilities will help you manage your business more efficiently. ..and
effectively. Whats more, its so easy to
use, you'll be up and running in no time.
With hundreds of software options
from which to choose, including word
processing, graphics, spreadsheet,
and database management.

~~!~~~ Harper for Christmas.
~
There are lots of reasons to buy
an Apple computer. And lots of reasons to
buy your Apple at Harper Computers. Reasons
like our fully-staffed service department,
which can turn around most repairs in as little
as one day. Reasons like our toll-free customer
support number, for you to ask
questions anytime, without having to come into the store. Rea- Authorized
sons like HarperCare and BusinessCare, giving
you extra support after the sale, to guarantee
your satisfaction. And reasons like our convenient location, our friendly and knowledgeable
staff, our extended hours for Christmas, and
terrific·prices on great packages. Come into
Harper Computers today for the perfect Christmas present for anyone on your list.

319 Marginal Way, Portland 772-1156 1-800-443-6070
Hours: Monday-~riday, 9 a. m.-6 p. m. ; Thursday, 9 a.m.-9 p.m.;
Saturday, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.; Sunday, 12 noon-4 p. m. (December only)
Apple, the Apple logo, Apple IIc Plu,. Apple IIGS, Madnlosh and Maclfltosh Plus are registered lrademarks of Apple Compuler, Inc.
Sped.1 credil offer IS subject 10 credil approval and applies only 10 purchases Ihal include an Apple CPU and are made bel~""n Oclober 22, 1988, and January 3. 1989
.
wilh Ihe Apple Customer Credil Cant Credit oller nOI valid in coniunction with any olher Apple Credil offer or direcl purchase from Apple.
' Slarllflg wilh the billing period which ends February 1989, a minimum finance charge of 50 cents and an ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE or 180% will be assessed. Offer void where prohibited by law

